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constructed; but he (Mr Thomson)
did not think it was necessary to have
the clause at all. The people of the
Cornmonweatth knew we were anxious to
have this direct communication, and he
took it that they were also anxious that
there should be direct communication by
land between Western Au stralitand South
Australia, but they could not in justice
expect that we were going to do what it
was proposed we should by this clause.
The Bill in itself was right, and he sup-
ported it with all his heart, but he
objected to this clause, and he hoped that
the members present would assist in
having farther consideration of it, and
would not have it passed now.

Clause put and passed.
Clause 5-agreed to.
Clause 6-Act to cease in certain

events:
Haow. J. M. 'DREW moved that the

word "five" be struck out and "1three"
inserted in lieu. Five years would be a
long time for this contingent liability to
be hanging over our heads, and three
years would be ample for the Federal
Parliamnent to come to a determination on
this question.

Tntc COLONIAL SECRETARY said
he did not intend to accept the amendment.
The reason which Mr. Drew had given
did not appear to him to carry very much
weight. Supposing we struck this word
"1five" out and inserted " three," it would
mean that in three years even more than
now we should re-enact this measure with
the same Clause 6 in it, and he did not see
that anyvthing was to be gained by
reducing the term of five years. Thbe
term originally proposed was 10 years,
and it had been reduced to five, which he
thought was quite a short enough period
to give the Federal Government a chance
of initiating the construction. of this line
before re-enacting the Bill.

Amendment negatived, and the clause
passed.

Preamble, Title-agreed to.
Bill reported without amendment, and

the report adopted.

ADJOURNMENT.
The House adjourned at 6-21 o'clock,

until the next day.

Lgi0Iatibs qlszembtp.
Wednesday, 23rd September, 1.908.
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Tat SPEAKER took the Chair at
4-30 o'clock, p.m.

PRAYERS.

FETITION-Dia. HEUNGERFORD.
MaP. YELVERTON presented a petition

from Dr. L. Mf. Hungerford, recently Resi-
dent Magistrate at, Busselton, relating to
his retirement from the public service.

Petition received, and ordered to he
printed.

QUESTION-ADVERTISING IN ENGLISH
NEWSPAPERS.

Mn. TAYLOR, for Mr. O'Connor,
asked the Treasurer: i, The names of
the English papers in which advertise-
ments were inserted. 2, The amount
paid for each paper. 3, Why the Gov-
erment ceased these advertisements.
4, Whether they propose to permanentl 'y
discontinue them. 5, Whether they are
aware that Canada is advertising all over
England, and consequently absorbing all
the agricultural emigrants.

THR TREASURER replied: iand z,
Answers £64 per annum, Tilbits £950,
Pearson's Weekly £40 16s., Christian
Herald £58 10s., Lloyd's Newspaper
£566 17s. 6d., Reynold's Newspaper
£39, British Weekly £16 19s., Farm,
Field, and Fireside £62, Australian
Trading World £13, Christian World
£26, British Anstralasian-Advertise-
ment £100, British Australasian-Puh-
lishing Mining Statistics £150, Citizen
(current. 100; total, £2757 Is. 6d. per
annum. 3, To enable the question of
advertising to be thoroughly considered,
and the best means to emnploy for the
purpose. 4, The whole question. is to
receive conside-ration on return of the
Hon. Mr. Moss, who was empowered to
inquire fully into the matter. 5, The
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Government is aware of the fact that
Canada is spending large sums in adver-
tising.

QUESTION-RAILWAY SERVICE,
CANNING MILLS.

MR. JACOBY asked the Minister for
Railways: Whether he has been able to
arrange for a. railway service to Canning
Mills; if so, what is the nature of' the
arrangement.

Tam MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS
replied: Not as yet. The department is
in correspondence with Millar's Karri
and Jarrah Company, Limited, who own
the line from Pickering Junction to
Canning Mills.

RETURN-RAILWAY RECEIPTS,
K UREA WANG, ETC.

On motion by Mr. REID, ordered:
That there be laid upon the table of the
House a return showing: i, Therevenue
derived for freight on the carriage of
goods and passengers per month booked
at Coolgardie for Kalgoorlie. 2, The
revenue per month derived from the
carriage of goods and passengers from
Kurrawang to Kalgoorlie. 3, The total
revenue derived from the carriage of
goods and passengers (booked at Cool-
gardie) between Coolgardie and Kalgoor-
lie for the two (2) years ending 81st July
of the present year. 4, The amount
drawn at Eurrawaug for carriage of
goods and passengers, exclusive of fre-
wood, for the two (2) year endling 81t
July, 1908. 5, The revenue per Month
derived from the carriage of firewood for
the Broad Arrow Firewood Companty to
Kalgoorlie. 6, The amount per month
paid by the Kurrawaug Company for
the carriage of firewood between Kur-
rawang and Kalgoorlie. 7, The amount
paid by the Broad Ar-row Firewood
Company for the carriage of firewood
during the two years ending 31st July,
1908. 8, The total amount paid by the
Kurrawang Firewood Company for the
Carriage of firewood for the two years
ending 31st July, 190O. 9, The rates
per ton paid by the Firewood Com-
panies for the carriage of firewood on the
Government Railways.

STOCK ROUTES, PLAN.
On motion by Ma. PIGOTT, ordered:

That a plar be prepared and laid on the

table of the House, showing-i, The stock
routes from the Fitzroy to DeGrey. z.
The position of the wells along the same.
3, The wells that have been renewed or
repaired (i.e., placed in good order) by
the Government since June, 1902. 4,

The wells that still require to be improved.

MOTION-NORSEMAN GOLDFIELD,
RAILWAY TO CONNECT.

MR. A. E. THOMAS (Dundas) moved:
That, in the opinion of this House, the

developments of the Norseman goldfield war-
rant railway communication, and that a Bill
with this end in view should be introduced
during the present session.
He said: I would like to have been able toi
announce to the House that this notice of
motion was a formal one, and that there
was no opposition on the part of the Gov-
ernment to its acceptance, in which Case I
should have been able to stand up and for-
mally move the motion. However, I do
not intend to speak at length on this sub-
ject, because I am aware that on another
and different matter the subject was
included and dealt with fully last session.
So far this Parliament no mention was
made of this subject, except in connme-
tion with other affairs. A history of
the case I think is necessary, to allow
members to know what has been done
in the Parliament. of Western Australia
up todate. The Norsetnan Goldfietd %as
gazetted in 1893, and ever since then
repea~ted attempts have been mde to
obtain, for that centre, railway commu-
nication. In the old Legislative Council
days before responsible government, a
motion was moved in the Council by Mr.
Alexander Forrest. In 1898, in the
Reappropriation Bill there was an item
appearing for the survey of a railway
from Coolgardie to Norseman, £5,000.
That was introduced into this House
by the then Premier, Sir John Forrest,
and was carried by 16 votes to 15.
Several members at that time, instead of
voting for the railway survey from Cool-
gardie to Norseman, stated that in order
to give NXorsemtan its proper facilities for
railway communication they thought the
line should go f rom Esperance to Norse-
wan. Notwithstanding the fact that
those who were in favour of granting a
line from Esperance to Norseman voted
against the survey for a line from Cool-
gardie to Norsemnan. the proposal intro.
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duced by Sir John Forrest was carried by
16 votes to 16. This, however, was
struck out in the Upper House on Sep-
tember 22 of that year, at the same time
time they also struck out a proposal
of Sir John Forrest's for the survey of a
line from Menzies to Leonora. Subse-
9 uently we know the Menzies to Leonora
hune was constructed, but the stand the
Upper House took on that occasion was
that unless the Premier was prepared to
introduce a Bill for the construction of
the line they would not consent to money
being spent on a survey only; and the item
was struck out by the Upper House on
that occasiion. On September 28th of the
same year the then member for Kalgoorlie
(Mr. Moran) introduced a motion affirm-
ing the desirability of the construction
of a railway for the development of the
Norseman Goldfield. His proposal then
was that the line should be constructed
from Esperanoe Bay to Norseman. The
motion was defeated by 15 votes to 11, a
stand being taken by certain members
that the proper route for a railway to
develop that country was from Coolgardie
or Kalgoorlie. In 1899 the Norsemnan
Goldfield was considered of sufficient
importance to be mentioned in the
Governor's Speech, and in the Loan
Bill oif 1899 this House passed (De-
cember 4th) an item of £60,000 to
be spent on preliminary work in con-
nection with that railway. The Loan
Estimates were sent to the Upper House,
and the proposal fur the work was struck
out, on division, by one vote. When the
recommendations of the Upper House
were sent back to this Chamber, the
omnission of the vote was agreed to by
the Premier, although at that time you,
Mr. Speaker, laid it down in a ruling
that the Upper House bad no right to
interfere with a matter of this sort, being
a monetary question. The Premier did
not insist on the carrying of the item;
consequently this railway and the Bonnie-
vale Railway were both struck out
of the Loan Bill schedule. In 1900
(the next year) Sir John Forrest intro-
duced into this House a Bill for the
construction of the Coolgardie-Norse-
man Railway. The first reading of the
Bill took place on 19th September;
the second-reading debate was lengthy,
and finally the Bill was put to the vote
and defeated by 19 to 14. Again several

members took the stand that the proper
way to develop the Norseman field was
not from the Coolgardie end where there
was already railway communication to
the coast at Fremantle, but that to
develop the Norseman Goldfield the rail-
way should go from Esperance. I refer
here only to those members who then
spoke on the line to that effect, and I do
not iuclude those who in previous years
spoke practically to the same effect; but
I wish to point out that on this occasion
Mr. Vospey, Mr. Moran, and -Mr. Wilson
stated that they believed in the develop-
ment of the Norseman Goldfield by a
railway, but thought the railway should
start from the proper quarter, Esperance
Bay, and said they would support any
proposal made by the Premier to con-
struct a line from Esperanlce to Norseman.
I think the member for Cue (Mr. Illing-
worth) had expressed similar opinions.
But taking only those three members, I
say that instead of the question of giving
railway communication to Norseman
being defeated by 19 to 14, the vote
would then have been 17 to 16 in favour
of granting railway communication to
Norsernan. In the same year a motion
was made in the Upper House by the
Hon. T. P. 0. iBrimagc. to construct a
line of railway at least 25 miles towards
Norseman. That motion, after lengthy
debate in the Upper House, was carried
by a tremendous majority, the numbers
being 19 to 6. That resolution was for-
warded in due course to this Chamuber,
and a. ruling given by the Speaker was
that the matter could not be taken into
consideration because a similar motion
had already been decided in the House
during the same session. As I stated at
the outset, no motion has been made on
this question except in connection with
other affairs during the present Par-
liament ; but I could not allow a
Parliament to dissolve without again
bringing before this House the undoubted
claims of the Norseman Goldield to
have railway communication. The results
of the divisions I have stated to the
House show conclusively that there has
been in the past a practical unaiiim ity, as
far as the Lower House is concerned,
that N orseman should be granted railway
communication. I would say that in
this connection I wish to keep the Worse-
man Goldfield and railway commumica-

lVorsoman Railway. [23 SMEMPER, 1903.]
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tion from that centre totally distinct
from any Motion or movement in con-
nection with a railway from Esper-
ance Bay to Coolgardie, East Coolgardie
or North-East Goldfields, I think the
two questions are totally distinct.
Norseman, unfortunately, happens to be
situated half-way between the Eastern
Golddields and Esperanee Bay; other-
wise I am as certain as I stand here that
long ago Horseman would have been
granted railway communication. I do
not think that fact. should weigh with
members of this House. I think that as
to whether Norseman is going ahead,
and whether it has proved auriferous
resources, the facts which can be adduced
in support of that statement should
alone be taken into consideration by
members, and they should put aside
altogether the geographical fact that
Horseman happens to be situated half -
way between the East (Joolgardie Gold-
fields and Esperance Bay. As far as
Horseman is concerned, I unhesitatingly
state that outside of Kalgoorlie there
is no district in Western Australia
which shows greater possibilities, greater
potentialities, than does the same Horse-
man Goldfield. We ha-ve in the district
a vigorous prospectors' association, and
so that I may give to the House the
latest information in connection with
developments in the Horseman Gold-
field, I have requested different pros-
pectors there, men who have spent five,
six, or seven years on the Norseman
field, who have had experience also in
many other centres in Western Aus-
tralia, to go through the district and
give me plain facts and figures relating
to the various mines at Horseman. I
will now read to the House their reports.
The first is from one of the earliest
prospectors of Norseman, a, thoroughly
practical man, capable of expressig an
opinion, and one whose opinion should
be taken as conclusive regarding any mine
on whioh he speaks. I mean Mr. WV.
Motherston, a member of the prospectors'
association, who reports as follows:-

The following is an approximate report of
the mines eight miles south of Norsemuan and
farther south.

Albermarle G.M--A 12-acre lease, adjoining
the Brealr-o'-Day Mfine on the north. About
.400 feet of sinking (four shafts) has been done,
the main shaft to a depth of 150 feet. Three
hundred and fifty feet of driving and stoping

has also been done. About 500 tons of quartz
have been crushed for an average of loz,
l0dwts. per ton. Now idle.

Break-o'-Day G.M.- -A 24-acre lease south of
the tAlhermarle lease, and eight miles from
Norseman. A considerable amount of sinking,
driving, and stoping has been done on this
mine. The main shaft (underlay) is down
some 400 or 500 feet, with a strong reef in theIbottom carrying a little gold. The country is
very hard, and water troublesome. About
6,000 tons have been crushed for lO,OO0ozs. of
gold, approximately.

Break-o'-Day Central G.M1-To the south of
the Ereak-o'-Day G.M., a 12-acre lease. About
250 feet of sinking (four shafts) has been
done, and 200 feet of driving and stoping.
Very little crushing was done from this mine,
but the average was 25dwts. per ton. Now
idle.

Blreak-o'-Day South G.M.- -To the south of
the Central G.M., a 12-acre lease. A consider-
able amount Of prospecting has been done on
this mine with good results. About 400 feet
of sinking has been done in three shafts, also
a considerable amount of driving and stooping.
Some 500 tons have been treated for flO0ozs. of
gold. Now idle.

Little Wonder G. M.-A 12-acre lease, about
a quarter of a tulle east of Break-o'-Day G.M.
This mine was very rich in gold near the
surface, As much as eight ounces per ton
being obtained in the early days. A. con-
siderable amount of prospecting has been
done, the deepest shaft being about 00 feet.
About 400 feet of driving and stoping have also
been done. Two hundred tons have been
crushed for 300ozs. of gold, approximately.
Now idle.

Melrose Mine, five acres.-This claim is only
worked at shallow depths. About 75 tons
have been crushed for about 2Sozs. of gold.
Situated about half -a-mile west of Break-o' Day
G.M.

Hill View (Prospectors' claim).-On. this
claim a shaft has been sunk to the depth of 50
feet on the reef, which is three to four feet
wide, carrying a little gold, worth from Sdwts.
to 7dwts. per ton (dolly sample), none being
crushed. Now idle.

Waratab and Edwards G.Ms.-About 24
acres in these two leases, situated about two
miles south of the Rreak-o'-Day G. Ms. A con-
siderable amount of work has been done here
with very good results. 'There are sir shafts
on the property, with en average depth of SO
fcet, and driven some 1,600 to 1,700 feet on the
reef, and int places stoped to the surface. The
average width of reef would be about two feet.
Some 1,600 to 2,000 tons have been crushed
from these mines for a similar amount of gold.
NOW idle.

Agnes Roberts G.M. (lease of about seven
acres).- Situated about one mile east of the
Waratah and Edwards G.Ms., on the edge of
Lake Ondas. The deepest ahaft here is about
60 feet; also 60 feet of driving. Forty tons
crushed from this mine gave an average of
2.3dwtEs. per ton. Now idle,
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bfaweon's. Reward, or late Maybell G.M.
Co.-(Lease of about 30 acres), situate at
Dundas, about 15 miles south of Norseman.
On this property a considerable amount of
capital has been expended in machinery and
development, the deepest shaft being 200 feet,
with several shallow ones. There are also
many thousands of feet of d riving and stopiag,
etc.. the width of the reef or lode being- from
two to ten feet. Some thousands of tons have
been crushed from this mine for an average of
l5dwts. (approximately). The ore containing
bismuth and other base metals was very diffi-
cult to treat with ordinary battery treatment.
Now idle.

Mount Henry (J.M.-(Lease of 24 acres),
situate north of Mawsou'a Reward, or late
Maybell. G.M. This high bill or mount is of
vast formation, carrying gold throughout,
with a lot of prospecting work done. It is
said by experts and prominent mine managers
that the whole of this mount would pay to
treat some day, when better communication
can be obtained from the coast. A few hun-
died tons have been treated for an average of
5dwts. by battery treatment, with a similar
amount in the tailings. Now idle.

Magill G.M.-(tease of 12 acres), situate
abont one mile north-cast of Mount Henry.
Has a shaft sunk to a depth of 60 feet, with
about 16 feet of driving and stoping. The
averag Width of the reef is from one to two
feet. Several crushings have been taken ant
from this mine, for an average of 22dwts. per
ton. Now idle.

Little Gem G.M.-(Lease of 10 acres),
situate about three miles south of Dundas. A
lot of prospecting has been done aor this lease.
The deepest shaft is down 70 feet, and about
150 feet of driving, stoping. etc., has been
done. The reef averages from nine inches to
16 inches in width, and loz. to the ton. There
is a number of mines south of the above-men-
bioned mines, with very similar results. I
may here mention some of them. Comnet,
l5dwts. per ton; Cromwell, 21; Scotia,l9
Albion, 27; Sunshine, 5.

These are actual figures, wvhich can be
verified by reference to the reports of the
Mines Department. Here is a report
from another member of the samne asso-
elation -

The auriferous area of Norseman is proved
to be 42 miles long by 20miles wide. The fol-
lowing (some 36) are the claims raising ore
for a public battery i

Desirable, Three Colonies, Federation, Lily,
St. Patrick, Sudden Norseman, Morning Star,
King Billy, Maloney, All Nations, No. IlNorth
Norseman, Mt. Barker, Priscilla Blocks, Lady
Jean, Lord Hopetoun, The Vale, Bonanza,
Norseman Gold Mines, Valkyrie, Union Jack,
Kirkpatrick, Recoup, Mt. Barker, The Vale.
These mines are spread over an area of 9 miles
by 6 miles.

Mines Working: Princess Royal, Princess
loyal N~orth, Princess Royal Sounth, Mararos,

Norseman Gold Mines, Cumiberland, Lady
Mary, Break o' Day.

Mount Benson Group: In this group there
are about 210 acres held under lease. lit, The
Union Jack hold 24 acres. The mai n shaft is
down to a depth of 130 feet, and is driven a
distance of 300 feet. The reef at bottom is 2
feet wide. Have crushed 580 tons far an
average loz. Sdwts. per ton.

The Beauty reef on this lease has a shaft
90 feet deep, and div es 180 feet. Have
crushed 194 tons for an average of l4wts. per
ton.

Kirkpatrick Consolidated G.M. Co. have 86
acres held. by lease. This mine has four reefs;
Kirkpatrick, No. 1, and No. 2. They have
ahafte. down 200 feet and 160 feet respectively,
and drives 400 feet. The reefs average one
foot wide.

The Johnson reef is down a depth of 150
feet1 and driven 280 feet, The reef is two
feet wide.

The Onkaparinga reef is 610 feet deep and
about 4 feet wide. Crushed 2,000 tons for an
average of los. 7dwts. per ton.

Recoup lease, sir acres: Have two shafts
down 90 feet each, and driven 140 feet. The
reef is two feet wide. Sixty-eight tons crushed
for an average of Seas. per ton.

Cusnberb%nd 031. Co.:- Have 75 acres held
by lease. The main shalt is down en the north
and south reef 220 feet. This reef is two feet
wide, with 500 feet of driving, with six cross
reefs from 2 feet to six feet wide. Have
crushed 8,086 tons for an average of 4,lO0oss.

Mt. Benson G.M. Co. (now Cumberland) :
Rave four reefs (a really good property). The
Rail's reef hes a shaft 160 feet deep, and driven
600 feet. The reef is three feet wide, worth
2ozs. per ton. The Johnson's reef is four feet
wide, a shaft down 180 feeot, driven 400 feet.

Discovery reef's shaft is down 160 feet,
driven 186 feet; reef nine inches wide.

Monday reef : 160 feet deep, driven 200 feet,
reef five feet wide. H~ave crushed to date
4,717 tons for an average yield of los. per ton.
I may say that in the Cumberland and
the Mt. Benson yields, roughly amount-
ing to 8,000 tons of ore, no accoiunt is
taken of the goldl won from cyanid e. The
report continues : -

Naracoorta and Ironstone-Queen of the
West mine: Shaft over 100 feet deep; reef two
feet wide.

Eden Park mine : Three shafts, 100, 110, and
60 feet deep; reef three feet wide, averages
Sdwts. per ton.

Lord Hopetoun mines: Shaft 90 feet deep;
drive, 160 feet;- width of reef not proven,
but taking four feet to battery; average,
lldwts. per ton.

The Vale: The same reef and size, but worth
loz. per ton. Shaft dO feet deep; drive, 70
f eet.

Queensland Norsemamn: One hundred and
fifty feet deep; reef three feet wide. Not
known quantity Crushed or avenage; recent
crushing went l9dwts.
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St. Alban's :Shaft 140 feet deep; reef eight
feet wide; average per ton, 4Idwts.

Naracoorte reef -two shafts, 160 and 90 feet;
100 feet driven; average per ton, Qadwts.

Tarpinia reef: Seventy feet deep; reef four
feet wide; rich specimens only on the surface.

Zeiglar's reef : Forty feet deep; reef four
inches wide ; crushed 25 tons and dollied
lO0ozs. from it-a patch.

Alakazanda mine: Shaft 146 feet deep; reef
proved 30 feet wide end no well. Crushed 500
tons; average, Qdivts. per ton.

Oriental : Same reef and width. Some rich
patches.

Stella May: Reef or formation 20 feet wide;
crushed 800 tons for 2S0oza. Shaft 70 feet
deep; driven 60 feet.

Lucky Call mine: Shalt 80 feet deep; open
cut 180 feet long; crushed and dollied 16 tons
for 4.S0ozs.; reef 9 inches wide.
I know that these reports, which 1 am
forcd to read, are extremely dry, con-
sisting entirely of figures ; hut they
have been verified by men who are
thoroughly acquainted with the district,
who have visited the -mines, and I have
taken the trouble to go through the
whole of the departmental reports; and
their reports can he taken as absolutely
authentic, and can be checked by anyone
who will go through the mining returns
for the last 10 years. I have another re-
port, from Mr. Douglas, who has been in
the district ever since the discovery of
gold there, and he practically sums tip
the position of Norseman as follows-.

For your information as asked for, iT beg to
submit the following facts regarding the
Norseman Goldfields :-" (i.) The Norseman
gold belt at present may be said to be 50
miles in length, the town being about the
centre. It mostly consists of two para~llel
range of hills, running about due North and
South between Lake Cowan and Dundas. Some
of the rising ground attains an altitude of 500
to 600 feet., and the reefs follow the surface,
in many places to the highest point. The
main lodes have usually the same direction as
the country, although in some localities veins
occur trending East and West, and frequently
extremely rich. The belt proper averages
about two miles in width;, but it is much
wider when the Desirable and the Buldania
and peninsula groups form the extremes. The
Buldania country is an apparently East and
West intrusion to the East of the main belt.
(2.) The most Southern portion yet worked is
at the Albion lease, six miles below Dmudas
and 22 miles from Norsemnan. The Northern
extremity is at Buldania, a field of great
promise, 26 miles from Norseman. (s.) .In
the above area many hundreds of mining
leases have been taken up, the ground pros-
pected showing in most instances massive
lodes but of rather low grade. Many have
been abandoned, bat a very large nuaber is

to Construct.

being worked bo-day at a fair profit, showing
every indication of permanence. The majority
of those now idle would doubtless prove
payable under cheaper conditions, -which
are only to be obtained by railway corn-
muntication with Esperance and the North-
Western mining Centres. (4.) There is also
apparently a, very extensive reefing field
in the vicinity of Mount Kirk, several miles
S.W. of Norseman, Prospects of over loz.
per ton having been obtained, a trial crushing
from the most convenient spot of a reef six to
eight feet wide, all the stone being taken, was
treated at the Mildura ball mill for a return of
J~oz. per ton over the plates. The heavy ex-
penses of cartage, etc., have so far prevented
fauther exploration. (s.) The greatest depths
yet reached on the field aire about 450 feet
vertical on the Princess Roas, and 560 feet
on the underlie in the Viking lease on the
Norseman G.M. property. At 300 and 380 feet
in the former claim, drives 'North and South
have been put in, extending both ways 300
to 400 feet along the lode. Great bodies of
stone have been proved, and are being stoped
throughout the entire distance, in some parts
15 to 24 feet wide, all of which goes to the
mill, and the lode is going strong underfoot.
Adjoining claims, the Royals North and South,
have splendid vertical shafts going on In
the formner the reef was metwh in a cross-
cut West at 250 feet depth, and shows very
good prospects. Th e shaft is now down about
340 feet from the surface. To the East a com-
pany, called the Princess Royal Central, have
taken up extensive leases, and will shortly
start operations in sinking a vertical main
shaft, which is expected to intersect the lode
at 700 to 800 feet depth. Other leases also

I ave been applied for in this locality. .At
present the Princess Royal Company employs
about 250 men at the mine, which has up to
date paid over £88,000 in dividends on a
paid-np capital of less than £15,000. (6.)
There are six hatteries on the field, and two
ball mills, representing IL30 head of stampers.
A new 10-head mill will shortly be erected
by the Government, the present one not

*being equal to increasing requirements.
(7.) The Government public battery is at
present supplied with stone from about 35
claims held by prospectors, and these are

*mostly old abandoned shows receiving fresh
trials. They are situated at distances vary ingfrom half to 12 miles from the mill, and the
charges for cartage ran from 2s. 6d. to 26s.
per ton. Stone brought by camel teams f rom
Buldania costs 40s. per ton carriage, The
high price of supplies, forage, etc., owing to
the want of easier communication with the
outer world, is a terrible handicap on develop-
ment. Miles of lodes now idle would probably
be in full work and yielding large revenues if
cheaper conditions prevailed. (8). The Gov-
ernment battery, since its start, has up to end
of Junme last treated 12,106 tons 6 cwt. of ore
for 11,752oz. i7dwts. kGgrs., not including that
obtained from cyaniding, and is likely to be
kept fully employed. It is alleged that the
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mill has been rum at a loss, which is difficult
to understand; but it is certainly not the
fault of our earnest prospectors, who do their
best to keep things moving under the difficult
conditions entailed by the want of cheaper
communication with the supply markets, This
want causes all supplies to cost from 40 to 100
per cent, dlearer than in the more northern
fields blessed by railway facilities. (9.) For
the total yield of gold of this field to date, I
beg to refer you to the Government statistics.
It might also be mentioned that originally
large quantities of gold obtained here were
sold in other places and not credited to Norse-
man. (ro.) During the past 12 months miners'
homestead areas have been taken up in the
vicinity of Norsemnan to the extent of 638
acres, in lots of from 20 to £00 acres, We have
plenty of land fit for agricultural settlement
around here at any rate, which by a judicious
system of water conservation may prove a
considerable factor in the future progress of
the district. (it.) Over 130,000 scres were
applied for in the local land court last year,
for pastoral anad agricultural leases, and aL very
large area has also been granted from the
Perth land office. Information as to this you
can easily ascertain. In conclusioni, as one
with about 50 years' experience on the prin-
cipal goldfields of Australia and New Zealand,
I can assert, without hesitation, that the
Dundas 0oldheld possesses great potentialities
and possibilities in the future. I have worked
here for the past six years, and speak whereof
I know. It is myownsadthe general opinion
that the one thing wanting is the speedy
construction of a railway. This national
work completed, we should see practically a
new State added to the Commonwealth.

These three reports which I have read
give practically full details of the mines
in the Norseman district. I should like
to bring the Ho use up to date in this
matter, by giving the yields 6f this
district. Prior to 1897, 2,923 tons was
crushed for 3,SO3ozs. I may- say that
for some years prior to this the gold won
from the Dundas district was credited to
the Yilgarn district; and therefore we
have not a. reliable estimate of the gold
turned out from Norsemnan prior to 1897.
We have the yearly output since. The
Mines statistics state that prior to that
the output was included with the Yilgarn
yield. In 1897 the yield was 16,980 tons
for 19,284 ounces. In 1898 the total
yield was 30,928 tons for 36,798 ounces.
In 1899 the yield was 59,379 tons for
44,213 ounces. In 1900 Lhe yield was
49,015 tons for 41,084 ounces. In 1901
the yield was 38,373 tons for 37,081
ounces. In 1902 the yield was 26,123
tons for 36,211 ounces. It will be noticed
that since 1899, which gave the biggest

yield for the Norsemaia goldfield, the
return has been gradually going down
till 1902. I will explain the reason of'
that as soon as I have done dealing with
these figures, but up to June of this year
the gold yield was 21,164 ounces. In
July it was 3,24 ounces, in August
8,682 ounces, or a total of over 28,000
ounces for this year. That shows an
average of 3,527 ounces of gold per
month, and if that average is maintained,
and I am certain in my mind it will be
improved on, from now until the close of
the year, during 1904 the Norseman
goldfield will be credited with a return of
46,000 ounces of gold, or more gold than
was ever turned out in its history, not-
withstanding the disabilities that it has
had to strive under. The number of
men employed in 1901. wages men-of
course there are a number of pro-
spectors in the district-was 410. In
1902-and I quote from the mining
statistics dated September 8th-there
were 455, or an increase practically
of 50 during the present year. In
that connection I may mention that in
Yilgnrn Goldfield the number of men
employed is 349, and in the Pilbarra
and West T'ilharra districts combined 313
men, whereas in the Norseman Goldfield
the number of men employed to-day is
455. The gold produced per man in the
Norseman Goldfield last Year worked out
at 144-37 ounces. That was one of the
highest yields in Western Australia. Of
course I would not for a moment compare
it with the phenomenal yields of Kal-
goorlie, but lesser yields were given from
Kimberley, Pilbarra, Broad Arrow, North -
East Coolgardie, tilgarn, and Phillips
River. The mining revenue for the
district was eighth in the list in 1901,
and third in the list in 1902. The State
battery which is located there has to date
crus'hed 12,6 3 tons for a yield of 11,993
ounces, valued at X45,5724 and this does
not include the returns from the cyaniding
of the same. On the route from Cool-
gardie to Norseman, where most of the
traffic is, there are at present over 150
horses in constant employmvient, and some
600 or 700 camels. At the present
mnoment these are constantly employed on
the route. In addition to that there is a
certan amount of traffic, although small,
which comes from Esperanee Bay. 'The
number of stamps at present dropping in
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the district is 110, other mills 4, cyanide
vats 45, ifiter presses 2; and in addition
the Valkyrie mine will shortly put up
stamps, and the Government are putting
up a, new 10-head mill. The Princess
Royal North has erected a mill, and the
Princess Royal Central Will soon be
doing likewise. As showing the faith
which the Government have in that
district, the Minister for Mines recently
accompanied me on a visit to Norseman
and lie had with him Mr. Montgomery,
the State Mining Engineer, who I am
glad to say remained behind after the
Minister and myself left the district in
order to make farther investigation of
somne of the claims in that district. I
would appeal to the Minister and the
State Mining Engineer to give to the
House the candid opinions which they
formed. So much was the Minister
impressed with the district that the Gov-
erment now are showing their faith in
it, and have decided to erect a new 10-
head mill, in addition to the 10 stamps
they have there, so that eventually it may
possibly be that 20 head are running, but
a 10-head mill has been put there and a.
thoroughly up-to-date cyanide plant and
slimes plant are to be erected. Showing
the farther faith of the Government, the
dam which was excavated at great cost
was put into proper order at Norseman
by Sir John Forrest, when he proposed
to build the railway to that district. The
Minister reckoning the district was a
good one, authorised the expenditure of a
vast amount of money, which is now being
spent to connect the dam, which is situ-
ated three miles from Norseman, with
Norseman and Princess Royal five wiles
farther afield.

THEs MINISTER P~oE MINES: To make
a paying concern of it?

MR. THOMAS: If the Government
have not a proper faith in the district, I
ami perfectly satisfied the Minister for
Mines would not come back after
his visit to the district and recoin-
mend the Government to go into an
expenditure for laying the pipe line
into Norseman and Princess Royal. I
take that recognition on the point as
sufficient evidence that the Minister
believed in the permanence and pro-
sperity of Norseman Goldfield. In the
report which I have read to the Mouse

there was no mention of what I may
term companies' mines. The report was
dealing wholly and solely with the claims
held by prospectors raising ore for the
public battery. In that district we have
a length of about 50 miles and a width
of about 10 miles. We have also several
parallel reefs, but I am not going to
weary this House by giving it a detailed
report of my own on that district. After

Ivisiting the district as a mining mran
about every month or two for the last
eight years, I am thoroughly acquainted
with every inch of it, and I do not desire
to spea-k to the House as the member for
the district only; I desire to speak to the
flouse and give them mny opinion as a
mining man. I thoroughly believe in
the permanence and potentialities of the
Norsenman district. At present, out of an
area of 500 square miles, only 10 miles in
length and two wiles in width are being
Worked. We have in that area the fol-
lo-wing companies' mines : -The Princess
Royal, the Princess Royal North, the
Princess Royval South, the Princes
Royal Central, the Cumnberland, the
Mount Benson-the Mount Benson, I may
say, was recently acquired by the Cum-
berland Company-the Lady Mary, the
Norseman Gold Mines and the Vallkyrie.
As far as the Princess Royal district is
concerned there are other smafl shows
that are being worked, and during the
trip which I had the pleasure of taking
with the Minister it was reported to him
that a new find had been made just near
to the Princess Royal, at Trigg Hill, and
Since than 2,000 ounces of gold have
been taken out of a small reef which was
struck during our visit to the district.
As far as the mines themselves are con-
cerned, the Princess Royal, I have no
hesitation in stating, outside of Kal-
goorlie at any rate, or including Kal-
goorlie, is one of the finest mines we
have in Western Australia at the present
time, and one which is developing 12 to

I15 feet of ore, with an ore shoot 500 feet
in length, and the average of everything
taken going through the battery is about
23 to 25 dwts. -going over the plates,
disreg-arding the slines and the tailings.
1 know that is phenomenal, and I know no
pickings have taken place, because they
have to stope mullock, that is country
rook-, to keep the mine secure. There is

Ino mullock showing, and that certainly
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conclusively proves that everything stoped
is going through, and the average return
has been over 23dwts. That mine has
paid over £100,000 in dividends, and at
the present time is paying a shilling per
share per month, and has built up a
reserve fund as well. The Princess
Royal North and the Princess Royal
South are working to strike the Princess
Royal reef in their present boundaries.
The Princess Royal Central, I notice in
the newspapers during the last day or
two , has been floated into a separate
concern with a big capital, and they
have to sink a shaft in order to catch
their reef, and then to put up a big
equipment. In regard to the Prin-
cess Royal, there is a proposal before
the board to increase the capital so that
the expenditure may not interfere with
the dividends, in order to put up a new
equipment more in keeping with the
importance of the mine. The Cumber-
land and Mount Benson are five miles
from that property, and notwith staniding
Captain Pleitner's report which appeared
in the Press, and to which I pay no
attention whatever, is developing in a,
highly satisfactory manner. They are
now working a battery on that property.
The Lady Mary has been having sat is-
factory developments and they are buy-
ing fresh machinery, and I think they
will ainget to an era of prosperity.
The xakyie, af ter being shut up for some
years, has again been floated and a large
amount of machinery has been erected on
that inie; the orders have been given and
the battery will soon be at work on that
claim, which the owners are thoroughly
satisfied with and which they consider
will give them a good return for the
money invested. The Norseman gold-
mine I referred to last year:- in dealing
with the Norseman field it incidentally
came in, and I dealt with that mine then,
pointing- out that they spent £2200,000
on that property. I gave detailed figures
to the House, which members can see
for themselves by turning up Hfansard
of last session- In that debate 1 gave
the detailed figures of the company of
which I had the general management,
and I showed then that whereas we had
been making a monthly ]oss for some two
years of £24 6s. 6d., yet with railway
communication I subwitted figures show-
ing that the working would have resulted

in a profit of £7,000. At the present
time that mine unfortui~atelv is idle, and
.notwithistanding that 1,500 ounces of
gold monthly are thus deducted from the
total output, yet the output of Norseman
to-day is greater than ever it was in the
history of the field. I am a strong advo-

*cate for building railways to open up any
goldfields in this State, I do not care
where they are, or to open up any
industry, agricultural, mining, or other;
but I would point out that if we con-

Istruct railways to other districts, then
I ask this House in all seriousness how
can it possibly deny to the Norseman
Goldfield the railway communication
the House grants to ether fields and to

I other districts ? I ant strongly in favour
of con structing a railway from Port
Hfedland to Marble Bar, for I thoroughly
believe that is a great mineral district,

I and my vote will be cast, if it i:s wanted,
for opening up that district by railway.
Blut I would ask the House to consider
the question that, if there is practically a
unanimous opinion in this House that at
the earliest moment a .railwaty shall be
constructed to open up the Pilbanra
Gold field, then if that district warrants
railway communication bow can this
House tell me and tell the country that
the Norseman Goldfield does not warrant
railway communication? For the first
six months of this year the N~orseman
Goldfield has turned out 21,164 ounces
of gold, and during the same period
Pilbarra, and West Pilbarra together
turned out 9,297 ounces, being consider-
ably less than half the atmount of Norse-
man. During the same period the NYil-
gan goldfield turned out 12,980 ounces.
Taking the totals up to the end of June
last, Norseman Goldfield had turned out
238,335 ounces of gold, and an amount
should be added to that for gold
which was credited to the Filbarra,
field. The Pilbarra Goldfield had turned
out 212,358 ounces, and yet it had a con-
siderable start of the other field. I have

ino desire to) decry one field by comparing
it with another, or to claim that the field
I represent is more important than
another. The only reason I bring for-
ward the Pilbarra figures is to show that
if this Ho use is practically unanimous in
the opinion that railway communication
should be granted to Pilbarra to open up
its resources, then when I produce figures.
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showing another field producing twice as
much gold as the rilbarra field, I say
that if Pilbarra, should have railway com-
munication how can the House deny to
me, as the representative of Dundas, that
the Norseman Goldfield should be granted
railway communication to open up and
prove its resources ? As regards the
question whether a line to Norseman
would pay or not, I2 do not intend to
repeat the figures I gve before in this
connection; but I ask members, as per-
haps this debate will not finish to-nighit,
to see me privately so that I may inform
them of the volume and pages in Hanzard
where they can look up the figures pre-
viously given to the House by Sir John
Forrest when proposing to construct a
railway between Coolgardie and Norse-
man. There is no question but t hat for
the next 26 years, at any rate, and I
think that is' far enough to look ahead,
a railway to Norseman will pay interest
and sinking fund with a good profit in
addition, on the cariage of firewood
alone. I have also plce on record in
HUansard full detailed figures regarding
the firewood question, not one of which
has been attacked or refuted from that
date; and in those figures I showed con-
clusively that if firewood has to be carried
to the mines from 70 miles south of the
Kalgoorlie and Coolgardie belt, there is
a 26-years supply for the whole of those
mines, allowing them the enormous con-
sumption of 1,500 tons of wood per day.
The fact is a. sufficient answer to the man
who would raise the question as to
whether a line to Norseman would pay.
The carriage of firewood alone would
give more than enough to pay interest
and sinking fund on the cost of construc-
tion of the line, and it does not miatter
whether the line is to connect at Coolgardie
or Lakeside, or Kalgoorlie, or Boulder.
If I prove to this House that the Norse-
man goldfield and its developments
warrant railway communication, then I
leave it to the railway experts to decide
whether that railway should go from
Coolgardlie, or Kalgoorlie, or Lakeside, or
Boulder, or Esperance, or Albany. That
has nothing to do with the proposal I am
asking the House to adopt for giving
railway commnunication to the Norseman
goldfield, and I am showing that tine
line if constructed would undoubtedly
pay.

MR. TLLINGWORtTH:' Would you bring
fuel in the shape of coal to Esperance for
Norseman?

MR. THOMAS: There is plenty of
firewood available, as I have shown, so
that there will be no necessity to import
coal during th e next 26 years at any rate.
As to the point at which the railway
should junction with the railway system
on the Eastern Goldields, that of course
would bring into account the question of
the firewood supply; and presumably if
the railway were to be consi!ructed for the
benefit of the Norseman Goldffield, the
firewood supply would come into con-
sideration because for 26 years at any
rate there would he an assured income
sufficient to pay inten'st and sinking
fund on the cost of construction. If the
Government do not construct a line south
of the Eastern Goldfields to bring that
firewood into the market there, it is
certain that some private poeple will
have to do it, because at present the
Kurrawang firewood line is being run 40
to 60 miles into the bush for firewood.
There is a timber line also running in
from Broad Arrow to bring firewood for
the Kalgoorlie mines; and there is no
question that later on, if the Government
do not construct a line for opening the
Norseman Goldfield, private people will
take advantage of the section in the
Land Act passed last session anad will lay
down a tramnway to bring firewood into the
market. If the line were to be built from
Esperance, it would open a big agricultural
industry en route, and would establish a
big population in the district. If the line
were to go from Albany to Norseman, it
would open up a splendid belt of country
over that distance. T have brought in
the firewood question to show that there
is a. sufficient revenue to be derived for
paying interest and sinking fund and
leaving a profit in addition for 26 years to
come. Last session a strong point was
made by the Premier of the fact that the
Norseman district had decreased iii the
number of leases held. In may reply
during that debate, I gave figures show-
ing that Norseman was one of the dis3-
tricts which had decreased less than an~y
other. The number of leases in force is
nothing; and I showed that we had to
deal with the number of leases that were
raising gold, and with the number of men
employed and the amount of gold the
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district turned out. I showed that in
Kalgoorlie the decrease in the number of
leases held was tremendous, also that in
the other districts mentioned there was
only one goldfield that did not show a
large decrease. I mention that now in
case the argument is to be adduced again.
I placed the whole question before the
House last session in a motion of larger
scope, embracing the present motion. I
placed my arguments before the House
then, and those arguments are recorded
in Hansard; they have been published
in the Press; there have been scores and
hundreds of letters written since then on
the question in the Press, and not one
figre or argument which I then pro-
duced has been attacked or refuted. We
have had the Premier telling us fre-
quently in connection with other matters,
and telling us a&few nights ago in con-
nection with the Transcontinental Rail-
waly, that promises had been given by Sir
F. Holder and Mr. Kingston when each
of those gentlemen was Premier of South
Australia, also by others, and that there-
fore we relied on the fulfilment of those
promises. The Premier also put that
statement in the preamble of the Bill,
insisting that those gentlemen should
carry out their promises to give their
consent to the construction of a Trans-
continental Railway through their ter-
ritory. We have had tile Premier in this
Rouse stating that although he was not
greatly in favour of a certain thing, yet
that Mr. TLeak-e when Premier, or Sir
John Forrest when Premier, had promised
that a certain thing should be done, and
that he as Premier now considered it his
bounden duty to carry out those promises.
Now I wish to say a, word about pro-
mnises which have been made, and year
after year repeated, in reference to the
development of the Norseman Goldfieil.
Sir John Forrest made deliberate pro-
mises time after time, and to a certain
extent he carried them out by introduc-
ing a Bill for the construction of a rail-
way. Last year the present Premier,
when T raised the point, said that no
promises had been made for the con-
struction of a railway to develop that
goldfield. As an absolute refutation of
that statement, I hold in my hand the
Western Australianz Government Railways
and Tramways Time-table, dated 6th July,
1903, being a publication issued by thle

Government Printer; and I find at the
end of the book a map of the State show-
ing existing railways, and from Coolgar-
die to Norseman there is a line marked
on the map alongside of which are the
words 'Horseman railway." That is a
sufficient answer to any man who tells me
that no promise to construct. the line has
been given. I shall not attempt to labour
the question, and I have purposely
avoided getting together a long series of
figures, lest I should be led into a long
speech, as I was led last session when I
dealt with a railway from Esperance Bay
to Coolgardie and Kalgoorlie. I desired
to speak to-night as I felt, to speak
casually on the point, just to give a brief
history of the agitation for a line to open
up the Horseman Goldfield, and not to
repeat the details which during last
session I placed on record. But if inem-
bers intend, practically unanimously, to
pass railways for the development of
other centres which I have shown are
returning less than the centre whose
claims I now advocate, I ask them in all
seriousness, how can they advocate the
claims of any other district and still re-
fuse railway communication to a district
which at all events at the present time is
more important than those other districts?
In regard to a proposed railway from
Collie to Narrogin -- an agricultural
line with which I am entirely in sympathy,
and which I shall support because it
will open up agricultural areas in this
country -the Premier told us that the
railway will settle 500 families in a dis-
trict wvhich is now unsettled ;and for
that reason he thought the State should
authorise the expenditure necessary to
complete that railway. To-night I gave
figur-es showing that there are now in
Norseman 455 men in receipt of wages;
and their presence necessitates the resi-
dence in the district of a large number of
people to supply their wants. There are
or may be 455 families, because the men
receive wages sufficient for the support
of families; and we have now in that
district 1,-500 people, which population
would be doubled were it possible to
purchase foodstuffs at a, cheaper rate, so
that the men might bring their wives and
families to reside with them.- The vast
majority of the 1,600 inhabitants are not
accompanied by, families. They reside
elsewhere. Were a railway constructed,
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there would be in the district about 3,000
p eople. The Premier asks us to build. a
line to settle in a district 500 people who
are not there already. Suppose the
average family to consist of five persons,
that would be 2,000 people; and I have
shown that. with a railway there would be
3,000 in Norseman. if the Premier
seriously asks the House to authorise a
line which would settle 500 people in a.
district, how can he object to a railway
which would open up a district where
there are now 1,600 people, who for want
of a railway are not able to maintain their
families in that district ? I have no
desire to make one railway project clash
with another. At all times my vote in
this House will be given for a railway to
open up any district in Western Aus-
tralia, I care not where that district may
be. If a railway is proposed to open up ani
agricultural district which has promising
agricultural resources, I shall certainly
vote in its favour. 1f we are asked to
pass a line to open up a pastoral district,
I shall certainly vote in its favour. If we
are asked to vote lines to open up other
mining districts, I shall certainly vote
for them. I will do so even if the railway
which I now advocate is kept in the
background. But T do ask members, if
they support these other lines, how can
they consistently refuse a line to the
Norseman Goldfield ? I have no desire
to bring the Norseman question into
conflict with any other question, nor to
introduce in this debate the project for
a raiway between Esperance and the
Eastern Goldields. That is a much bigger
and much wider subject. 'Unfortunately,
as I have stated, Norseman happens to be
geographically situated somewhere about
the line of route which would he taken
by a railway from Esperance Bay to
Coolgardie, Kalgoorlie, Lakeside, or
Boulder. That is unfortunate for Norse.
man. I wish to keep these two ques-
tions distinct one from the other. In
the past they have been mixed up; and
for that reason Norseman has had to
give in every time. With that state-
ment every member of this House must
agree, for other members have often ex-
pressed the same opinion. They know
full well that if Norseman were situated
anywhere but where it is, it would have
had railway communication granted to it
long ago. Members of this House have

publicly opposed a railway to Norseman
because Norseman happens to be half-
way between Coolgardie and Esperance,
and they were afraid that if a tine were
constructed to Norseman it would be
completed to Esprance. I ask those
members to disabuse their minds of any
such idea. If Norsemnan is entitled on
its merits to railway communication, let
them vote for it. Some little time ago
you, Mr. Speaker, gave us your opinion
that the Norseman railway question and
the Esperance railway question were so
firmly bound together that separate
motions for those railways, if brought up
in the same session, would be considered
identical, and that one of them would be
out of order. J have spoken on this
Norse man railway, and think I have
shown the House that the question of
railway communication with Norsemnan is
entirely distinct from a proposal to build a
line from Esperance to Coolgardie, East
Coolgardie and North Coolgardie. If that
Espernce line were constructed it might
go through Norseman or it might not.
Presumably, a district like Norseman
being half-way between the termini, the
line would be taken through Norsema~n;
but that is a geographical fact which
cannot affect this question. A permanent
sur-vey of a line from Esperance Bay to
the Eastern Goldfields is now being
made. Whether the route passes through
Norseman I do not know, and the House
will not know till they have the report.
I claim that the two questions are abso-
lutely distinct; that the claims of a
railway to the Norseman Goldfield can
he advocated without reference to the
greater scheme which is to benefit the
other goldfields far more than the Norse-
man Goldfield. I claim that the two
projects are totally distinct. Now that I
have placed my views before the House,
I should like to know, sir, whether
I should subsequently be in order in
moving the greater question, by bringing
ini a motion affirming the desirableness of
a railway from Esperance to the Eastern
Goldfields P? I claim that. the two ques-
tions are distinct; because if I ate not
able to bring forward both it will hie
necessary for me either to amend this
motion so as to include the greater, or
for some other member to make such
amendment. I certainly take the stand
that the two questions are not identical
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but totally distinct; that one can argue
on the Norseman project without touch-
ing the greater question of the Esperance
Blay line. I should therefore like the
rul ing of the Chair, otherwise I may not be
able to make any farther remarks on the
other question. If this motion he passed as
it stands, shall I be able subsequently to
move a motion affirming the desirableness
of a line connecting Esperance Bay with
the Coolgardie Goldfields, apart from the
speech I have now brought before the
House ?

THE SPEAKER : I think I1 previously
informed the hon. member that he would
not bie able to put the second motion of
which he gave notice; because, although
couched in different words, it is in my
opinion exactly the same in substance as
this motion. And I think the hon.
member himself admitted that just now,
wheni he said that thc question of a rail-
Way from Esperance to the Eastern
Goldfields embraced the question of a
railway to Norseinan. That being so, I
shall rule that the questions are the
same.

Mn. THOMAS. I must bow to your
decision; and it will therefore be nleces-
sar to amend the motion. 1 do not
intend to amend it.

TE SpnuaKE: The hon. member can-
not amuend his own motion.

NM a. THOMAS: Can I not suggest an
alteration ?

THE SPEAKER: No.
3ln. THOMAS: At any, rate, in case

that decision is final, as Ip1 resune it is, an
amendmuent will be made later which will
embrace the greater question, adding
certain words to the motion so that the
whole question tan he discussed. I
regret that the Norseman railway pro-
ject must always clash with the bigger
question. I claim that one has a, right
to deba-te separately the question whether
Norseman Goldfield is entitled to con-
sideration.

THE SPEAKER: I think it a pity that
the hon. member did not proceed with
thbe second motion instead of the first.

MR. THOMAS: Then I could not have
debated the Norseman question and
taken a. vote on it.

THEn SPEAKR:. Because the Esperance
Railway must go through Norsemnan.

MR. THOMAS: It, may go by some
other route, None of usp knows whether
the survey f rom Norseman to the Eastern
Goldfields goes through Norsem an, nor can
we know it till the report is placed before
us. We look at the map and presume
it will; but that is only a presumption.
For aught we know, the map may' be
wrongly constructed. But I regret that
for a]l time the Norseman railway
question cannot be fought out separately;
that, it must he wrapped up in the
Esperance railway question, and that
members because they see on the map
that Norseman lies between the Eastern
Goldields and Esperance say at once
"1We shall not consider this question "
and that for all time apparently, after
this ruing, the Norseman question can
never come before this House unless the
Government bring in a Bill for the con-
struction of the line. No private member
in this House tan advocate the claim of the
Norseman Goldfield to railway comnmunica-
tion, because if he does that he is debarred
from debating the bigger question.
I wished to move for that separately,
because I claimed and still claim that
the two are totally distiuct. Unfortu-
nately I am not able to do so, and a
friendly amendment will have to be
moved to add certain words to my
motion, so th at it ay emtbrace the bigger
question. I hope the amended motion
will he carried: so much the better if it
is. I shall vote for the amendment;
and if the amendment is not carried, I
shall vote for the original motion, that
the Norseman district is entitled to con-
sid-eration. I do hope members will put
that away from their minds, although
appareittly from the ruling of the Speaker
it will be difficult to do so; still I hope
members will put away from their minds
that Norseman happens to lie between
thle Eastern Goldfields anld Esperance,
and I hope they will stick to the point as
to whether the development of Norseman
does or does not justify railway coin-
munication. If they grant railway comn-
mnunication to other centres, how can
they possibly reject the motion to con-
struct railway communication to a centre
whose claims I have now been advocat-
ing.

On mnotion by MR. UtORIAM, debate
adjourned.
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MOTION-HOSPITALS CONTROL AND
MAINTENANCE, CHANGE OF SYSTEM.

THE PREMIER (Hon. Walter James):
I beg to move-

That, in the opinion of this House, the legis-
lation relating to hospitals should be amended
to provide for:

(i.) 'The establishment throughout the Stat.
of rating and non-rating hospital dis-
tricts, the former being limited to the
populous centres of the State; the
latter being established in other por-
tions of the community.

(2.) The payment by the State of subsidies
in aid of the amounts raised by rates
or voluntary subscriptions on the
following basis:

For each X1 raised by rates or by
voluntary subscriptions the sum of.£2.

(3.) The hospitals within each district to be
controlled by an elected board in the
case of rating districts, and in the
case of non-rating districts by a board
elected in part of subscribers and
nominated in part by the Government.

In moving the motion standing in my
name I think I have the support of every
member in the statement that there is at
present need for the iutroduction of some
new legislation dealing with hospitals.
There is need for a better system than
exists at the present time. so that better
control can be exercised by the Govern-
mneat in connection withi Government
hospitals, and by the various boards in
connection with those hospitals under the
control of boards. At present we find
certain complaints are urged against all
classes of hospitals, and friction and dis-
satisfaction exist in too many instances.
One finds by looking at the figures in
connection with the subsidised hospi-
tals that they are very costly. I am
using the expression "subsidised hos-
pitals" as a te-rm applying to those
hospitals which axe paid so much for
every pound they raise, and I am not in-
cluding in that term those controlled by
boards who receive the whole of the main-
tenance money from the Government.
One finds in that class of hospital this
difficulty which leads to increased cost.
that there is a division between the body
responsible for the management and the
body responsible for the funds. That I
think is undesirable. One finds also in
connection with the Government hospitals
that there has been an element of
unrest, due to the constant suggestion
that local boards should be appointed
and local control given. In bringing

forward the motion my desire is to raise
discussion. It would be waste of time
for the Government to come down
with a Bill more or less lengthy,
and find when the matter came be-
fore the House divergent views on the
general question of hospital manage-
ment. I thought therefore the wiser
course would be to raise a discussion
by means of a motion, so that the
House could go thoroughly into the
matter and see on what lines it is advis-
able hospital management shall he con-
ducted in future. What we want to
ascertain is this: whilst we agree that
there is some need for a change, some
need to lay down a better and more
regular system than we have at present,
what lines is the change to be based upon?
There are the boards that have no funds,
but which are wholly supported by the
Government, and those that are- sub-
sidised by the Government but over
which the Government have no control.
Then there is the Government hospital
pure and simple. Whilst we may all
admit it to be desirable to see if we cannot
prevent these three systems coming into
competition with one another, to see if
we cannot conceive somec system by which
better administration and better control
can be enforced in these three divisions,
the point on which divergence of opinion
will be pronounced will be the method
by which we are to carry out whatever
change is thought desirable. I hope we
shall all recognise that there is cast on
the State an obligation towards the in-
digent sick. The burden should not be
placed entirely on the voluntary con-
tributor, and I am not in favour of
the system that shirks the obligation of
the State and casts on private shoulders
the whole obligation of maintaining the
indigent sick. In the old country, the
whole burden is placed on the voluntary
contributor. There they have all volun-
tary hospitals, and we know that as a
result even in places so populous and
wealthy ats London the hospitals are very
largely in debt: notwithstanding the
special efforts now being made to raise
a large fund, these hospitals that have
been in existence so ninny years and
doing so much good work, not only in
districts where they are established
but in connection with medicine as
medical schools, are very seriously
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handicapped by the want of funds.
That system I do not approve of. I do
not thinDk any member in this Parliament
will approve that the burden should
be cast entirely on the voluntary con-
tribu tor. Whilst we say that, I shall
not for one moment suggest that
good work is not being done by these
hospitals under voluntary contributions
in the old country, nor can -we deny
that there is a strong body of the public
in England who believe that in the long
run it is better to have these various
hospitals with different systems of man-
agemnent depending on public charity.
It is contended that they create public
feeling and rivalry which leads to
improved hospital accommodation and
management; and so far as the hos-
pital has to appeal to the generously-
minded public, it is subjected to com-
petition which does not exist where
the burden is borne by the general or
local taxpayer. I should like in that
connection to refer to Burdetit's Hospitals
and Charities for 1903, the recognised
annual in connection with hospitals,
which places the argument as it exists in
the old country very strongly. Al-
though I do not agree with it, I place
it before the House for consideration.
The author of this annual, Sir Henry
Burdett, says:

The voluntary hospitals of the British
Empire are undoubtedly, when all things are
considered, the most progressive and efficient
in the world- Their progress and efficiency
may be traced to the fact that each one of
them depends for its success and maintenance
upon the goodwill and support of the genera-
tion which it serves. The voluntary system
has the merit of attracting to it some of the
best minds and the best men and women to be
met with in each community where these
institutions are established. ItLeads no doubt
to diversity of administration, but that very
diversity makes for efficiency by securing the
greatest personal interest in the welfare of
individual hospitals on the part of a few
earnest, active, wealthy, and capable citixeus.
These active supporters of our voluntary
hospitals count no claim upon their energies
or pocket too severe, if only they can be
-convinced that their particular hospital l
be benefited and made more worthy of public
support, and more capable of doing the best
kind of work, We lay special stress upon
these factors of the voluntary system, because
we have noticed here and there a proposal
that an attempt should be made to develop
the King's Hospital fund to such an extent,
that it shall have at its disposal an annual
revenue equal to the expenditure of all the

voluntary hospitals of the metropolis. To
those who know most about such matters any
such proposal is felt to be impracticable and
impossible. But apart from this it would be&a
calamity to the whole community were any
such attempt to be made; for the life blood of
the voluntary hospital system is centred in
the individual efforts of a few people, who
actively devote their energies to the upkeep
and adequate administration of particular
hospitals, whilst the efficiency of the admninis-
tration of each such institution will continue
satisfactory only so long as the managers
have to depend upon their individual efforts
for the greater portion of the revenue out of
which they are maintained. On another page
we have shown the evils attaching to the
endowed system of hospital and charity
support, which makes ou the whole for ultimate
inefficiency and leads not infrequently to
annihilation. Where people feel that they
have at their disposal, without any effort on
their part, enough or more than enough
money to defray the whole expenditure
entailed by the work of a, particular institution,
it is found that they have put forth less and
less effort each year, that they have a tendency
to cease to keep themselves well informed as
to what is going on in the world around them,
and so permit the institution under their
control to settle down into a monotonous
routine which leads directly to inefficiency and
ultimate dissolution.

There is a case put very strongly oin
behalf of those who believe in the volun-
tary system. Members wil find that
they base their argument on the plea
that for a large as for a small hospital
the efficiency of that hospital must be
determined by the extent to which it
succeeds in obtaining contributions from
a generous public. They show that
there you have a system under which
hospitals must depend on voluntary con-
tributions, and can obtain them only by
maintaining a. state or efficiency'v; and
that, supposing the hospitals are worthy,
you have in this system the best possible
incentive to efficiency. That is a line of
argumnent which will apply especially in
the old country, where they recognise the
efficiency of free- trade principles and
open, competition, and it is on the lines
of that systemn that tbese arguments are
used. I repeat that I do not agree with
the argument about voluntary contribu-
tions. A hospital may be an efficient hos-
pital as measured by the standard of its
surgical school or as measured by the
standard of its medical school. The work
may be good, but the staff may not he
sufficient, or the accommodation may not
be sufficient to meet the needs of all those
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who require attention. I think there
cannot be much doubt that a system
which depends entirely onl voluntary con-
tributions does not mean the most effi-
cient hospital, having regard to the obli-
gation which rests on the State. As
a matter of fact, the argument ignores
that obligation entirely, and looks on the
State as owing, no duty to the sick. We
find in the "Eastern States there is
State aid together with voluntary effort;
and in some cases where voluntary
effort fails, the State steps in and
maintains the whole hospital, though
that applies only to a few cases. In
Western Australia we have hospital
boards which are in no manner respon[--
sible to the Government. They raise
certain sums of money in their several
districts, and they ask from the Govern-
ment a subsidy baed on the amount
raised. The Government have no control,
and have no voice in the management
of those hospitals; their management
depends on local feeling and often on
local prejudice. Members will have
noticed, as disclosed in the last report of
the Chief Medical Officer, that the cost
of the subsidised hospitals in this State
is much in excess of the cost of the State
hospitals, that the cost per head of
patients in the subsidised hospitals is in
some cases altogether out of proportion
to the cost per head in the State hospitals.
In some cities in America, there axe muni-
cipal hospitals, though these are few;
the hospitals rely on voluntary support.
New Zealand has a system of local taxation
supplemented by' grants-in-aid from the
general revenue, In India the hospitals
are maintained by the Government; in
Canada also to. a large extent. It will
be seen that there are only four s *ystems
that can come into the discussion. First,
the purely voluntary system, as in
the old country and in the greater
portions of America; second, State aid
limited in extent, as in Australia;
third, local taxation, as in certain
American cities and in New Zealand;
fourth, the Government maintenance
of hospitals, as in India and to a large
extent in Canada. In Western Australia,
the State has recognised the obligation
cast on it, and has been generous in
the discharge of that obligation ; some
members may think we have been almost
too generous. The growth of our hos-

pitals has been so sudden and so extensive
that one cannot help thinking now that in
many of the cases hospitals were estab-
lished in this State too quickly. None of
us can fail to have sympathy with the
wants of even hall-a-dozen people, where
you find instances of persons suffering;
but the success of the hospital system
must depend on its effectiveness as a whole
and on the total cost, Even a good
system is likely to be destroyed if over-
burdened by establishing too many
hospitals; although there way be indi-
vidtual eases of suffering which could hem-
avoided by the establishment of many
small hospitals. We must take the system
as a whole, and it must be clear that we can-
Dot have hospitals at every smnall centre;
that as our railway communication ex-
tends, the number of hospitals can be
diminished and the treatment of patients
concentrated. In the year 1891 there
were in this State 12 public hospitals.
Passing the intervening three years in
which there was hardly any growth, in
1896 there were 19 hospitals, in 1896-7
the number increased to 30, in the next
year the number increased to 38, iii
1898-9 the number increased to 42, this
being the largest number of hospitals in
this State. In 1899-1900 the number
was 40, in 1901-2 the number was again
42, it then getting back in the next year
to 40, the same number as in 1899.
So thatt in 1902 we had 42 hospitals
with a population of about 220,000
people. It will be found, in comparison
with the number of hospitals elsewhere,
that the number in this State is much in
excess of the number in any other State.

Mn. PIOTT: Hlow manyv hospitals were
there away from railway communication?

Tnn PREMIER: Not many. Whether
we have railway communication or not
does not affect the question that in 1902
we had 42 hospitals with a population of
220000, and that this number wats
abnormal. Then as to the cost of patients
treated in hospitals, in 1891 there were
12 hospitals in this State, at a cost per
patient of £16 Os. 10d.; in 18965 there'
were 19 hospitals, at a cost per patient of
£10 7s. 4d.; in 1896-7 there were 30
hospitals, at a cost per patient of £C12 2s.
6d.; in 1897-8 there were 38 hospitals, at a
cost per patient of LUI l5s. lid. In 1899-
1900 a. new system was introduced, the
cost being based on the cost per diem of
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Ipatients treated, and a separation was then
wade between Government hospitals and
the subsidised hospitals. Taking the
first year in which the figures apply to
the new system, in Government hospital
the average cost per patient per day was
6e. La. in Perth, Vs. 4d. in Fremantle, 7s.
Id. on the goldfield, and. 6s. 9d. in country
hospitals. In the subsidised hospitals
the cost per patient per dlay ivas 12s. 9d.
So that between the subsidised 'hospitals
and the Government hospital in Perth,
which showed the best result, the differ-
ence was, 6s. id. in Perth as against 12s.
9d. in subsidised hospitals.

MR. ILLINGWOREE: Would not the
size of the hospital make a differenceP

THE PREMIER: The size of the hos-
pital would not account for that large
difference. It should be observed also
that this is not the total cost of patients
in the subsidised hospitals, but is the
coat to the State of patients treated in
those hospitals. In 1900-01 the cost of

p atients per head per day in Government
hospitals was in Perth 5s. 7d., in Pre-

mantle 7s., and in country hospitals 9s.
6d. In subsidised hospitals the cost in
that Year was 15s. 2d. per patient per
day; thus showing an increase for sub-
sidised hospitals, and a reduction at the
populous centres. The cost in subsidised
hospitals shows up still more unsatis-
factorily when we bear in wind that
the cost of patients in Government hos-
pitals includes in each case the cost of a
resident medical officer. It has also to be
borne in mind that so far as Perth and
Fremantle and the subsidised hospitals
are concerned, the figures I have given
are only the cost to the State, and do not
take into account any revenue teceived
from other sources. The cost per patient
in the Perth, the Fremantle, and the sub-
sidised hospitals is what the State pays,
and iu addition each hospital expends its
other revenue received in fees and contri-
butions. In the ease oif Government
hospitals, no allowance is made in these
figures for fees collected from patients,
as the fees go directly to revenue; but
the figures show the gross cost to the
Government. I should like now to
show the total sums paid by the State
to hospitals. In 1897-8 there was
paid to 23 Government hospitals a total
sumu of £55,623 10s. 3d.; to the Perth
hospital, £12,870 14s. 9d.; to Premautle

hospital, £5,505 Os. 8d.; and to 19 sub-
sidised hospitals there was paid £918,795
17s. 5d.; a total of about £90,000. In
1898-99, to 23 Government hospitals
there was paid £251,953 Is. ld.; to Perth
hospital, £10,001 lie. ; to Fremnantle
hospital, £5,088 l6s. 9d.; and to 18 sub-
sidised hospitals £13,948 4s. 2d.; a total
of about £80,000. In 1899-1900, to 24
Government hospitals there was paid
£31,453 s. 6(1.; to Perth hospital,
£9,000; to Fremantle hospital, £4,730
10s, lid., and to 16 subsidised hospitals
£10,949 s. 10d,; total about £56,000.
In 1900-01, to 22 Government hospitals
there was paid £38,231 13s.; to Perth
hospital, £9,000; to Fremantle hospital,
£5,546 Is. 9d.; and to iS subsidised
bospitals.£13,594 8s. 7d.; a total of about
£261,000. 'In 1901-2, to 25 Government
hospitals there was, paid £33,378 I~s. 2d.;
to Perth hospital, £9,200; to Frenmantle
hospital, £6,267 ULa 2d.; and to 17 sub-
sidised hospitals, £1I3,738 l~e. 4d.; a
total of about £261,000. In 1902-3, to 28
Government hospitals there was paidl
£33,240; to Perth hospital, £10,000; to
Fremantle hospital, £6,232; and to 14 sub-
sidised hospitals.£9,974; a total of about
£00,000. Hon. members will see that
we in 'Western Australia, wore than in
any other place in the Commonwealth,
have paid most lib-erally to provide
hospital accommodation in the various
portions of the State.

At 6,30, the SP-EAKER left the Chair.
At 7-30, Chair resumed.

THE PREMIER (continuing) : I was
pointing out that the cost to the Govern-
ment of our hospitals was, in 1898,
£90,000; in 1899, £80,000 ; in 1900,
£56,000; in 1901, £01,000; in 1902,
£61,000; and in 1903, about £60,000.
Whilst that expeaditure is no doubt
large-much larger in proportion to
population than that of any other State-
members, if they look through the
report of the G~overnment Medica
Officer, will find that the purely Gov-
ernment hospitals as a whole are
not extravmanl y conducted. Although
subsidised hospitals perhaps appear,
so far as we can see, to cost more
than the 'y should cost, no complaint is
made on the score of extravaganceagainst
the management of Government hospitals
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or of the hospitals of Perth and Fre-
mantle. Take our expenditure of £60,000
and our population of 220,000, and
making due allowance for the scattered
nature of our population, compare that
expenditure with the expenditure of the
Eastern States, and we find, taking the
year 1901-2, that Victoria paid for 46
hospitals £250,000, Queensland for 70
hospitals £362,000, South Australia for
14 hospitals £31,000, and Western
Australia £61,000. New Zealand for
48 hospitals paid £47,000; but I shall
subsequently explain why the New Zea-
land expenditure is comparatively so
low. Members will see by this compari-
son that our expenditure of £60,000 is
high. Now whatever system we adopt,
we ought to have some system which can
be consistently applied throughout the
State. I do not say there should be a
bard and fast rule applied alike to
populous centres and to districts -where
population is sparse. We should lay
down either by resolution or by Bilk some
rule which can be applied to the varying
conditions of the State. It must be clear
that diversity of management and of
method, apart from. responsibility, is not
conducive to full efficiency. On the other
hand, if parliatueitary moneys have to
a large extent to be expended in main-
taining non-Government hospitals, there
ought to be somne more sabsfactnrv
control or method of representation
than at present exists. We are apt, I
think, where we have separate boards,
to have separate staffs and separate
expenses, and it may be rivalry be-
tween one institution and another.
Mutual rivalry I think is generally
an influence for good; but that rivalry
is apt to be at the expense of the
State if the State is finding the whole
money for the purpose of carrying on the
hospital. Whilst I believe entirely in
encouraging rivalry between hospital and
hospital to obtain a, hiphor degree of
efficiency, I think objections can and
should be raised where the whole respon-
sibility for the money expended is cast
upon the general taxpayer, while the
board of management is not directly
responsible for finding the money, but only
for its expenditure. Although in Western
Australia we have no Act which throws,
as a general rule, the burden of providing
for the indigent sick upon local bodies,

there is in our Health Act a recogni-
tion to a large extent of the principle
implied in the present motion; because
by Sections 180 and 131 of the Health
Act of 1898 it is provided that the local
boards of health shall provide hospital
accommodation, and that, if they fail to do
so the Central Board of Health can call
on them to do it, and in default of com-
pliance con themselves do it; and the
latter section provides that one-half of
the cost shall in that even t be paid by the
local board and one-half out of moneys
voted by Parliament. In these sections
there is a, statutory recognition of what I
believe to be the wisest principle to apply.

DR. O'CONNOR: Is the local board
charged whether or not the patient is a
stranger in the district ?

THE PREMIER:, In Section 131 there
is provision that if he comes from another
district a contribution will be levied on
his district.

DR, O'CONNOR: Suppose the other
district were Bayswater, you could buy
up tat district for a, few pounds.

THE PREMIER: You might or you
might not. I am suggesting an appli-
cation of that principle, not the exact
application to lie found in the Health Act.
My suggestion would overcome the diff-
culty whiich is in the mind of the bon.
member. We have therefore to decide, if
we are to deal with our hospitals-and I
certainly th ink 11arliamnent should lay down
some rule for our guidance-either to
adopt a purely voluntary system, which I
think is clearly out of the question, or a
system of State aid combined with
voluntary subscriptions, or- a system, of

l taxation which will raise the money
from either the general or the local
taxpayer, or from both. I put
aside any suggestion that we should
entirely rely upon purely voluntary con-
tributions, that .being out of the
question, and not only out of the ques-
tion but entirely unjust. We should be
wrong to shut our eyes to the obligation
cast upon the State to take care of its
indigent sick. That duty is cast upon the
State; and it is for us to consider how
such provision shall be made. Shall we
make it wholly or partly by direct or by
indirect taxation ? I think if we rely on
the existing system and merely' subsidise

Ivoluntary effort, we shall shirk our real
Iresponsibility, and the (Jovernineut will
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practically say, " If charitably-minded
persons contribute, we will aid their con-
tributions by subsidy." But the basis in
all such methods is the effort of the volun-
tary contributor. There is in the exist-
ing system no recognition of the State's
duty to take care of the indigent sick,
nor can there be any such recognition
unless the State decides permanently and
authoritatively what it will bind itself to
do and will do in a case where voluntary,
contributions cease and there is conan-
quently no f und to be augmented by State
subsidy. There is bound to be difference
of opinion as to the correct method of
applying the principle, although we shall
all agree on the principle that the State
should provide the fund, and though we
all recognise the obligation cast upon it to
take care of the indigent sick. In
dealing with this question, admitting as
we do that there must be some burden
recognised as cast Upon the taxpayer in
discharge of his obligation, it must be
biorne in mind that Western Australia is
unique in the Commonwealth, inasmuch
as we have no direct taxation. Certainly
we have direct taxation for local purposes
in the shape of rates; but beyond that
we have no direct taxation either upon
the indindual by way of income tax, or
upon property by way of a property tax.

Mu. HAsTIE: YOU can easily amend
that.

THE PREMIER: Perhaps we can.
To-day the great bulk of our revenue,
apart of course from revenue received for
services rendered by, the railway" and
other earning departments, is indirect
taxktion raised through the customs;
and I would submit that this system of
taxation presses in proportion 'more
heavily on a. man with a family than
on a man without a family, more
heavily on a man with narrow means
than on one who is rich. The fact that
we have only* that one system of taxation
is very relevant when we are called on to
consider who should be the taxpayer who
should bear some at all events of the
burden of maintaining hospitals for the
care of the indigent sick. T will submit
a farther argument. We provide by
existing legislation that local bodies shal
have cast on them a certain responsibility
to be discharged out of their rates to take
care of the health of their inhabitants.
In view of the powers and the machinery

available to health boards, we require of
them that they shall take certain steps to
keep the town or the district healthy.
But we stop there. it they fail to dis-
charge their duty, do not levy sufficient
rates, and as a consequence an epidemic
breaks out the neglect of the local board
results in direct loss to the State.
althbough we say to them by means of
this legislation " You must use every jpos-
sible effort to remove unhealthy conditions.
If the local authorities fail to discharge
thatduty and epidemic breaks out, the hos-
pital is burdened with the. obligation of
the neglect." The whole illness is created
by local bodies not carrying oat their
duties, and thereby saving expense.
Let us take another argument which
applies in favour of showing that some
of the burden should be cast on the local
taxpayer. The men who have made money
in dealing in land and who benefit to the
largest extent by the unearned increment
are those who own properties iu the
metropolis or on the Golden Mile. Why
is that? For the reason that where you
have a large aggregation of population
these conditions give value to the land.
This very aggregation of population to a,
very large extent gives rise to unsanitary
conditions of living, in consequence of
which hospitals have to be built. Then
again the very factors that create wealth
create patients who go into the State
hospitals. These are facts beyond con-
troversy. Wherever we have a dense
population, there we are bound to have
more or less unhealthy conditions of liv-
ing; where we have population sparse and
scattered, ther-e is less likelihood of an
epidemic and outbreaks of illness in those
unpopulous centres.

MRt. ILLINOWOETH: The figures are
against you.

iTHE PREMIER: I AM not aware of
iand I hope the bon. member will

prove it to me. The hon. member inter-
jects that figures are against me- I bur
not talking about the proportion of
illness, but the actual amount of illness
that has to be paid for. The absolute
amount of illness must be greater, and is

Igreater, in populous centres because of
Ithe~ population being there. Surely the
hon. member does not controvert that
proposition. There is more illness in
Perth than, say, at Beverley:- that is my
contention. Why is there more illness
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there? Because the aggregation of popu-
lation which creates the wealth of the
local property owner at the same time
creates a burden by increasing the num-
ber of indigent sick.

MR. HARPER: Creates a wealth of
microbes.

THE PREMIER: Yes; creates a, wealth
of microbes.

MR, ILLINGWORTH: Your death rate
then should be larger in the cities, which
is not so.

THE PREMIER:- I thinki members
understand my argument.

'Mn. ILLINGwORTH: It is an absurd
proposition.

THE PREMIER: It may or it may not
be absurd. I look upon it as a particu-
larly good argument. The three argu-
ments I have used justify the State in
asking the local taxpayers to bear some
share of the burden, because the condi-
tions thA give value to their property
also create unhealthy conditions and
cause the creation of hospitals.

DR. O'CONWoR: How would you pro-
'ride in case of a plague ?

THE PREMIER: When there are
epidemics of that nature they are provided
for by the Government as at present, and
as far as I know that is the case in every
part of the world. Take New Zealand,
to which country I shall refer directly;
they had to resist the outbreak of small-
pox, and there they have local bodies
through whom local taxation is contri-
buted to the hospitals, but there the
Government had to bear the cost of the
outbreak of small-pox. The point I want
to place before the House is that there
are very good reasons why the local tax-
payer should be called on to hear some
of the burden for the indigent sick;- the
first contention being that in Western
Australia we have no taxation for the pur-
poses, of the State on property Or Income;
the second is that local bodies are bound
to maintain healthy and sanitary con-
ditions; and the third reason being we
'have an increased number of patients be-
cause of the increased aggregation of
population, and we have also an increased
number of accidents which must occur in
the metropolitan area or on the Golden
Mile, where industries are carried on.
I submit farther that to throw the whole
burden on the State is a lazy method of
settling the question. I know that

method will be strongly supported. by
those who represent populous centres :
they want to put the burden on some-
body else. Why should the State main-
tain the whole burden when a great pro-
portion of the burden is created by local
conditions by which the local taxpayer
benefits.

Mn. ILLINGWORTH - Is not most sick-
ness in the early stages of small settle-
ments ?

Tar PREMIER:- Oh, no; most of the
sick people are in the Perth Hospital,
which is the biggest hospital in the
State. Perth suffers the biggest burden
because it has a larger population and
the local taxpayer benefits. Let me pint
out to members what would be thetcst
of adopting a system of throwing some
of the burden on the local taxpayer, my
contention being that it ought to be so
because the local taxpayer benefits from
some of the conditions which lead to an
increased burden on the State, and having
hospitals in populous centres. Suppos-
ing we had for Perth and the metro-
politan area a rating district--I include
in that area the various municipalities and
roads boards around Perth and suburbs
as follows:-

PERTH1.
Ratable
Value.

Municipaities- Q
Perth ... ... 290,614..
South Perth .. 17,471 .
North Perth .. 20,332..
Victoria Park ... 15,500..
Subiaco ... ... 27,300..
Leederville... ... 23,961..
ClAremnont ... .. 27,600..
Guildford ... ... 12,490..
Migand Junction... 22,500..

Rate of 1d.
in A

.5 a. d.
1,210 17 10

72 18 5
84 14 4
64 11 8

113 15 0
99 1s 9

114 11 8
52 0 10
93 15 0

Roads Boards--
Swan .. .. 10,810 .. 70 0 10
Perth .. .. 20,150 ... 83 19 2
Canning .. 16,151 ... 67 5 11
Belmont......12,226 ... 50 18 £0
Bayswater 11,090 ... 46 4 2
West Guildford 5,330 ... 22 4 2
Kelnxscott .. .. 8,524 ... 35 10 4
Claremont .......... 8,700 3 6 5 01
Darling Range .. 9,168 .. 38 4 0
Greanmount 17,843 ... 74 5 11

Totals. Perth ... 588,866 ... 2,481 18 10

That area would give, at a penny in the-
pound rate, £2,400, taking the ratable
value of the various local bodies I have
referred to.

Change of 8yatem.[ASSEMBLY,]
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Ma. Tknon:- What about the cost of
collection P'

THE PREMIER: That will not be
-aplpreciable, because the municipalities
and roads boards are taxing bodies
already. That area will produce about
£2,400. Then I take Fremautle, and in
that suggested area are the municipalities
and surrounding roads hoards giving a
ratable value, which on a rate of a Id. in
the pound would produce. £1,000. The
area would be as follows:-

Rlatable
Value.

Mnniilpaeties-
F~remantle . ..
East Fremnantle ..
North Fremantle.

Roads Boards.-
Melville .. ..
Cottesloe..
Fremantle ... .

Rockingham
Jandakot....
Buckland Hill ..
Peppermint G rove...

Totals, Fremantle

.9
129,396

22,066
28,517

7,500
20,407

6.446 ..-

5,770 ...

12,978
10,811

242,891..

Rate of id.

539 3 0
91 18 10

118 16 5

31 6 0)
86 0 7
22 18 10

24 0 10
541 6
46 0 i1

1,012 0 11

* No valuation.

Take Kalgoorlie and the surrounding
municipalities and roads boards ; the
ratable value at a penny in the pouind
would produce £21,150. The area. would
be as follows:-

K

Municipalities~-
Kalgoorlie..
Boulder . ..
Broad Arrow
Kanowna
Paddington

Roads Board-
Kalgoorlie..
Broad Arrow
N.E. Coolgardie

A LOOORLIE.

Ratable
value.

A2
101,766 .
71,188..

-- 2,200 ....
11,220..

.. 2.400 ...

80,000
5 ,650 .-

2,909..

Totals, Kalgoorlie 277,302

Rate of id.
in de

Ae s.d
424 0 5
296 12 4

93 4
47 0 10
10 0 0

333 6 8
23 2 6
12 2 6

1,15 8 6

Assuming that this hospital rate was in
existence, let us see what the present
hospitals would cost if they had to
be maintained in their areas. In the
metropolitan area we have the hospitals
in Perth and Guildford which now cost
the Government £212,500 per annum.,

That is the amount the Government pay
now. If we add to that £988, the
amount of fees received by the Perth
hospital, and £260 for contributions
which they spend in addition to what the
Government pay them, the cost of the
two hospitals would. be £13,700. The
fees collected are £1,136; the contribu-
tions paid are £260; the Government
subsidy on that would be £2520, giving
£780 as the result of the contribution.
Deducting £.1,186 and £780 from £918,700
would give £11,800, which has to
be found by the taxpayers under my
scheme, one-third by the local taxpayers
and two-thirds by the general taxpayers.
The local taxpayers would have to find
£R4,000 by a, rate and the Government
£8,000. The £4A,000 could be raised by
less than a twopenny rate on that system.
The burden falling on the State would be
£8,500; that would be what the general
taxpayer would have to pay, in addition to
the cost of extensions to the hospital and
new buildings. The contribution of the
general taxpayer would be a liberal one.
I hlope, members will bear in mind these
figures and work them out. Assuming
we have in relation to the two hospitals
named a certain amount of voluntary
contributions in fair proportion to the
area about Perth and the metropolitan
area, the cost to the ratepayers would be
considerably reduced. For £500 of volun-
tary contributions raised, a district would
get £01,000 from the Government, and
there would be a reduction, therefore, of
£1,500 on the amount to be found.

MR. TLLTNGwORTH:' You are taking it
from the same person all the time.

THE PREMIER: That is what I
object to. U9nder the present system we
take it from the general taxpayer, but
under the system I suggest the local tax-
payers will hear sonme share and not all
the cost fall on the general taxpayer.

ME. TATLOR: That applies to the two
hospitals you have spoken of.

TuuE PREMIER: Yes; I am talking
about the populous centres.

DRi. O'CONoavon The local taxpayers
rarely use the hospital.

THE PREMIER: That is hardly a6
good argument to apply; how mnany of
the general taxpayers use the hospital ?
The three aireas I have referred to, Perth,
Fremautle, and Kalgoorlie, would be the
populous centres that we could under
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present conditions define, as rating dis-
tricts. Tbese are the three centres where
population is fairly concentrated, and
here it is where I think the system should
apply. Outside of these centres the other
system should apply. I am pointing out
that under my suggestion, while in Perth
the State would pay £8,600, the local
ratepayers would be called on to pay
only £4,000, and if the efforts lately put
forth in Perth were continued, that
£4,000 would be very much reduced and
the general taxpayers' contribution very
much increased. Perhaps the member
for Claremont can tell us what is the total
anmouut raised by these efforts during the
past six months ?

MR. LouLnuS: About £1,000, I think.
THE PREMIER: Starting with a

voluntary contribution of £1,000, the
subsidy would make it.£3,000, and after
deducting fees the balance would be
£-9,600 to be provided, one-third by the
local ratepayer and two-thirds by the
general taxpayer, and under that arrange-
mnent the local taxpayer would pay about
£3,000. Then take Kalgoorlie, and for
this purpose I include Broad Arrow
and Xau owns.in the Kalgoorlie district;
there the hospitals cost the State £10,000
per annum. We must deduct about
£.1,400 for fees received by the Gov-
ernment at present, leaving £8,600 to be
provided. You have there voluntary
contributions amounting to £300, on
which the Government subsidy would be
£600, making £2900, and this t~otal would
leave one-third of £7,700 to be found by
local r-atepayers. That amuount could be
obtained by a rate of about 2-Ld. in the
pound. The amounts received there from
voluntary contributions aire exceedingly
small, and I think that if those hospitals
were under the controlof local bodies those
bodies would soon secure the benefit of the
shilling-levy system. Even admitting
that no larger sums were raised by
voluntary contributions there, the,
amount required to be contributed
by local ratepayers would be £2,600,
-Which could be raised by a rate
of about 24ld. in the £. In addition
to that, the State would have to
provide new buildings and extensions to
existing buildings. Take Fremantle:
the total cost there is £6,232. The
hospital board receives the fees, which it
spends, and also the voluntary contri-

butions, the total expenditure being in-
creased to £7,000 exclusive of fees.
The local contributions are about £700,
and the Government subsidy on that
would be £91,400; so that there would
be at once £2,000 towards the cost,
leaving a balance to be provided amount-
ing to about £5,000. Of that amount
£21,700 would be provided by a, local rate
of less than 2d. in the X, and the
Government subsidy on that would be
£3,400. It will be seen that in none of
these districts would a threepenny rate
be required, even if the present conditions
continued, although I think larger sums
could be raised by voluntary contributions
than are obtained at present.

MR, DIAMOND: Who is going to raise
them P

Tax PREMIER: The people who are
charitably minded and who help in
obtaining contributions at present, as is
now done in Perth and Fremantle. It is
because I do not think it is right to rely
entirely on voluntary contributions, that
too much is left to the generous few, that I
want a clear expression of the obligation
of the State to provide the means for prop-
erly maintaining the public hospitals.
The whole point is, who is to pay, the
local or the general taxpayerP

Mn. ILLINGWoRTH: The local and the
general taxpayer are the same person.

MR. DIAOND: The local taxpayer does
not find the patients.

THrE PJ2EMLER: Let us get on. I
have taken in these figures Fremantle,
Perth, and Kalgoorlie as they exist to-
day, the hospitals there being maintained
almost entirely by Government aid, and
therefore where there is no special reason
why efforts should be made to obtain
local contributions. I ain pointing out
that a certain sum is raised now by
voluntary contributions,. and assuming
that no larger sum is raised I have shown
what, under this scheme, would have to
be paid by the local taxpayer and what
by the general taxpayer. I have shown
that the po~pulous centres throw the largest
burden on the State, and that even now the
State would have to find nearly £20,000 in
aid of hospitals in these three populous
centres, in addition to the cost of all
buildings and land. I submit there is
this advantage in direct taxation, that
the system will give a more direct
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control, that the men who have to find
the money will then be brought into
close personal contact with the hospital
that is being controlled in each case, and
that this will induce a certain amount
of rivalry for public favour. Local
ratepayers will know, and those 'who
carry on the hospitals will know, that if
they want to obtain voluntary contribu-
tions they must prove to the public, to
those who are charitably inclined, that
they have an efficient and up-to-date
hospital, and to this extent these hospitals
will be dependent on donations from the
charitably minded. Members will see
that under this system there will be in
operation some of the forces mentioned
in the extract I read from Sir Henry
Burdett's book, where he points out that
owing to this rivalry increased sums of
money are obtained from the public, who
appreciate special efforts made for the con-
trol and maintenance of public hospitals.
Where you have a system of hospitals
controlled entirely by Government, it is
almost hopeless to look for voluntary
contributions from the public, and I do
Dot think you will find the same rivalry
ujnder that system that you would find if
you had a hospital supported to the extent
of one-third by the local taxpayers, and
where those who paid the one-third
were given a direct and personal interest
in the control and management of that
hospital. In New Zealand there has
been an Act of this kind in force since
1884. There they grouped together
various local bodies into charitable-aid
districts, and they cast on those districts
not only the burden of looking after
hospitals for the sick, but also the burden
of caring for orphanages and benevolent
asylums. The State there contributes to
to the extent of 10s. in the .£ upon
special bequests, 24s. in the £ on
voluntary subscriptions, and £e for £2 on
the rate levied. We do not propose that
anything like that burden be imposed on
local taxpayers under this Bill; nor do
we suiggest that local bodies should be
called on to take care of benevolent
asylums and charitable institutions. We
merely ask that in this State they should
take some share of the cost of maintenance
and of carrying on these hospitals. In a
letter I received from the secretary to the
Premier ini New Zealand, he refers to
some of the difficulties that have arisen

in connection with hospital management,
and he says:-

As against the suggested -weak points in our
system, it is right to say that nothing can
exceed the pride and enthusiasm with which
the members of the boards and the trustees of
the separate institutions interest themselves in
and attend to the wefl-being of their respective
hospital and charitable institutions. As acon-
Sequence, we cant claim that from one end of
the colony to the other our hospitals are a
credit to all concerned.

There is an instance where this principle
is enforced. It is no startling innovation
I am introducing; and I believe that
quite apart from a precedent of that
nature, the principle ought to commend
itself to members. To condense very
shortly the position at which I have
arrived:; we have to provide for our
indigent sick. That is a. duty cast upon
us. The State cannot allow that burden
to rest entirely on the shoulders of the
generous few. So far, I carry with me
every member of the House. Then I
take the next step: the State can pro-
vide for the indigent sick, (a) by
throwing the burden entirely on the
general taxpayer, or (b') by throwing the
burden on the local and the general tax-
payer jointly. I submit that the latter
system is the more just, because-(i)
it secures more efficient management and
supervision by placing the responsibility
of mnanagemtent in the hands of those who
find a fair share of the money ;(2) it
stimulates a. healthy rivalry by giving a
direct inducement to attract and deserve
the assistance of voluntary contributors,
thereby lightening local rates ; (3) it
secures more efficient treatment by rivalry
between hospital and hospital and between
staff and staff; (4) it provides that the
persons who own property in populous
centres, and reap the benefit of close
aggregations of population. shall bear
some direct share of that burden which
such conditions necessarily create; (5)
it prevents the State being called upon
to take care of patients whose illness may
be due to the neglect oflocal bodies to tax
themselves sufficiently to carry out the
provisions of the Health Act. I know
property-owners will not agree with me.

I sppsei they complain now ofth
txto they pay. I do not know

why they should complain. If Perth
were not so large and so populous, we
should not have so large a hospital to
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maintain, and those gentlemen's property
would not be so valuable.

MR. DIAMOND: The Fremantle hospital
subscriptions are the largest in the State.

Tax PREMIER: Some time ago I
pointed that out. I submit that of those
two systems the latter is the wiser; that
is the system of throwing the burden
partly on the local taxpayer and partly
on the general taxpayer. That is the
New Zealand system, though in New
Zealand a far greater burden is thrown
on the local taxpayer than I suggest
should be thrown on him here. I say
this system is more desirable because it
secures a more efficient management and
supervision lby placing responsibility for
management in the hands of those who
find the money. It stimulates a healty
rivalry between the various hospitals by
giving direct inducement to attract and
to deserve the assistance of voluntary
contributors, thereby lightening the lo c
rates; it secures more efficient treat-
ment by rivalry between the staffs of the
various hospitals; and it provides that
persons who own property in populous
centres and reap the benefit of close
aggregations of population shall hear
some direct share of that burden which
such conditions necessarily create. The
maember for Cue (Mr. Illingworth) at
once sees that if I can establish this state
of facts, if I can prove that these aggre-
gations of population increase the burden
of the hospital -vote, then I establish my
case for casting some of that burden on
the property-owner in populous centres.
I have proved that. The facts are clearly
in my favour.

MR. ILLINGwoRTH: The whole world's
hospital statistics are against you.

TaE PREMIER: The hon. member
talks of statistics. I will repeat the
facts of the case. Where there is a
large aggregation of population, the cost
of maintaining a hospital is higher
absolutely than where there is no popula-
tion at all.

MaL. ILLINOGWOETH : That is self.
evident.

THE PREMIER: If it is, is it not also
self-evident that where there is, say, a,
population. of 20,000 in Perth the cost
of maintaining the hospital here-of
earing for the indigent sick in a city of
20,000-is far greater than in a town of
S00 P

MR. ILLINGWORTH: Not per head.
Tus PREMIER : That is not the

point.
MR. IrALrNGwoRTH:- It is the Whole

question.
THE PREMIER:- With due respect, I

say it is not. Members will bear me out
'when I say that I spoke throughout of the
absolute cost. The hon. member's inter-
jection convinces me that I will again

Ihave to prove my statement. I said that
where there is an aggregation of popula-
tion there must necessarily be a greater
number of sick than where the popula-
tion is small. Those aggregations of
population are the factors which create
the value of land in those particular
localities; and as those factors increase
the burden-not the burden per head-
to the State of caring for the indigent sick,
and at the same time increase the value
of the local property-owner's land also,
why should he uot pay some of that
increased value by means of direct taxa-
tion to assist in maintaining the burden
of looking after the sick in those populous
localities ?

Mu. DIAMOND:- Does la-nd increase in
value if a hospital be placed alongside it?

THEn PREMIER : No ; it does not.
Those are the conditions which apply
to New Zealand ; and I ask the
Rouse to maintain themn here. I main-
tain that in all other districts except
populous centres the State should pro-
vide and should maintain hospital accomi-
mod ation. As far as possible, if we can
encourage local effort we should do so;
and if by establishing local boards or
giving representation to local contri-
butors we can stimulate a local interest,

i that should be done. But outside of
populous centres the State itself must
provide for its indigent sick; while in
populous centres the State has the right
to ask the local taxpayer to bear some of
the burden of maintaining the indigent
sick. That is the argument I put to the
House, and I shall be glad indeed to
hear the opposite side from the member
for Cue; only when he does oppose me I
hope he will deal w-itlh the facts I have
stated-the absolute cost in populous
centres;i not the cost per head.

MR. ILLflrGWORlTM: There is nothing
in your proposition.

Tan P REMIE R:- If so, you eamneasily
ref ute it. I wish the hon. member
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to tell me where we have conditions
which increase the burden to the State
of maintainiug its sick-[Ma. ILLING-
WORTH: They do not3-and a3 those con-
ditious are conditions which add to the
wealth of the local taxpayer, why should
he not hear some share in maintaining
the sick in that locality ? I wish this
motion discussed, because the present
position is entirely unsatisfactory. I
submit to the House that there are only
two possible schemes. One is to have
purely, Government hospitals through-
out the State. That is, of course, the lazy
way of doing it. The only other scheme
is that which I suggested, to have in our
populous centres part of the cost borne
by the general taxpayer. and the balance
by the Governmient. I hope those two
schemes will be discussed, because the
Government think it desirable that this
question should be settled by the adop-
tion of one or the other system as soon
as possible.

MR. HABTIE: Whatt do you propose
outside the populous centres:?

THE PREMIER: Outside those centres3
the State must accept the obligation to
maintain the indigent sick. But if in
those nonpopulous districts we can
stimulate voluntary contribution by giv-
ing local representation, that shiould be
done. The State will accept the obli-
gation of maintaining the indigent sick
in the voluntary districts; but in those
large and populous districts we shall ask
the property-owners to bear some of the
burden.

MR. HhsTIE: Why not extend local
taxation all over the State?

TanE PREMIER: That would be
hardly workable in a, sparsely-populated
district.

Mit. RASTIE: Easily workable.
MR. DIAMoND: The existence of the

hospital justifies the taxation.
TnE PREMIER: No. I do not

think we should saty that the existence
of a hospital necessarily implies a
surrounding population which justifies
us in calling the district populous. We
have known hospitals established in
some very sparsely-populated districts;
so it would be hardly fair to throw such
a burden on the local taxpayer. The
local taxpayer would often say, "1We do
not need a hospital here "; and in many

cases I think such hospitals could be
dispensed with.

MR. DIAMOND: If there is no local
hospital there is no local taxation; and
consequently the patients go into the
towns.

Txn PREMIER: That, as I have
already pointed out, does not affect the
principle, because the Bill will provide
for the contingency. The existing law
in our Health Act provides for that very
matter, as does the New Zealand Act.
And even if the hon. member's argument
did affect the principle, when we bear in
mind that under this system the State
will pay two-thirds of the cost of main-
tenance and the whole cost of construction,
I think the local bodies will be very well
off, and no one can have cause of com-
plaint against the general taxpayer.

Mn. DIAMOND: It is the taxpayers
who pay everything.

THE SrPa zit: Order!I We cannot
have this argument going on when a,
member is speaking.

THaE PREMIER: So far as I can see,
the three districts I have dealt with
are instances of populous areas. Mem-
bers can apply the principle, to see how
it works out by way of contribution.
Beyond that, if we wish to extend the
area to take in other districts, we shall
have to ascertain, firstly what is the cost
of maintaining the hospital, what the
rateable value of the district, and whether
it would be fair to cast any burden on
the local taxpayer. It would not be
just to rate a district where the
amount of rate to be raised would
be so high as to place an unfair
burden on the property-owner. A rate
under 3d., and generally under 2d., levied
as I propose, would pay in Fremantle,
Perth, and )Kalgoorlie. No one can call
that rate large. I would, in conclusion,
ask members to bear in mind that as we
have in this State no system of direct
taxation, but merely indirect taxation
under the present scheme, Where the
whole cost falls upon the Government,
we are making the general tax-payer alone
pay for taking care of the indigent sick;
and under our present system of taxa-
tion that indirect taxation presses more
heavily on the man with a, family than on
the man without a family, and pro-
portionately more heavily on the mn
who is poor than on the man who has
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property, the man who elsewhere is
caught by a property tax, by an income
tax. If by tbis meains we ask him to
pay a little more than he pays now, to
lighten the burden cast on the shoulders
of the general taxpayer, the property-
owner will then be occupying a position
which will be the envy of all urban land-
owners throughout the Commonwealth.

THE MINISTER FOR WORKS
(Hon. C. H. Rason): I second the
motion.

MR. P. ILLINGWORTH (Cue) : I
shall begin where the Premier has left
off; but he has omitted the important
fact that the poor man lives in a house.
The house is rated, and if he pays his
rate it is a tax. But looking at the
question as a whole, I am quite with the
Premier, and I congratulate him on the
very clear and able manner in which be
has placed this question before the House
and the country. I quite agree with him
that we should reconsider this question,
and try to place our hospitals upon an
equitable basis. I admit the proposition
that the State should take careo its
indigent sick ; therefore if hospitals
are required, the State should pro-
vide them. I go farther, and say
the State should maintain them. The
Government should maintain the hos-
pitals as a charity. The present prac-
tice as in other places is that certain
charitable people contribute to charitable
institutions. It is the same charitable
people always who contribute. We may
have people who goa into institutions but
who never contribute anything at all to
those institutions unless it is taken out of
the general revenue. Again and again
those who give are called upon to give.
The fact that you have given a contribu-
tion to-day is a certainty that you will be
asked for another to-morrow. So it goes
on; the little circle of people who are in
sympathy with their fellows have to
sustain not one charity but all the
charities. The first proposition I want
to maintain is that while the State under-
takles to look after the indigent sick, the
hospts should be a charity. I want
the hopitals of the State to be a charity.
I want to) see the institutions provide for
those who need them. The biggest defect
of the present system is that you insist
on a certain amount of payment. That
may be paradoxical, but it is a striking

fact. If a man can salve his conscience
by going into a hospital and pay £1 per
week, when be can afford to pay X3 out-
side, he will go into the hospital. That
is why I maintain the hospital should be
a charity. It should be for those persons
who are unable to obtain medical assist-
ance and attention. The departure from
that principle arises in new districts and
in new settlements on the goldfields, and
other places where no matter how much

mnyaman may have he is unable to
get the medical attention and nursing
that he can get in a hospital. He is
unable to get it because there is no
medical man in the district and no
hospital is provided for him. In the
early conditions of our hospital system
the State has, whether it will or not, to pro-
vide all the hospital accommodation. That
is the siage when we have to make a
departure. Before there is a Health
Act, before there is a population, before
there is property to tax, a vast amount of
sickness occurs, a very large proportion
of sickness, much larger than takes place
at any later stage. in the earlier stages
of a camp on the goldfields there is a
large amount of sickness because there
are no healthy conditions, because there is
no municipality, there is no health board.
Therefore there is a very large amount of
sickness. But directly a hospital is pro-
vided, and there is a municipality anft
a health board, and the people who have
property in the district are taxed to have
healthy conditions, the amount of sickness
is reduced. First of all the people pay
to reduce the cost of sickness. Directly
they do that they become taxpayers, and
it is proposed to tax them again because

they reduce the amount of sickness. The
fista dty is to provide for the new settle-
ments. Under the Government scheme
that is provided out of the general taxa-
tion. We get a stage farther in which
we have a municipality that taxes certain
property' within the district for roads,
streets, and sanitary purposes, thus re-
ducing the amount of sick-ness per head
by 20. 80, or 40 per cent., in consequence
of having paid certain money for im-
proving the conditions in which people
live. The people who do this are the
people who own or occupy property.
They are the taxpayers, the men wh~o
first of all pay their quota to make the
conditions better, and to reduce the
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average of sickness. The more perfect a
municipality and the conditions of a city
the lower is the aggregate of sickness.
All the statistics of the world tell the
same story. in London, which is the
healthiest city in the world and the
largest, the place where the property is
of the highest value, the proportion of
sickness is lower than in any other
part of Great Britain, or anywhere else
in the world. The largest amount of
sickness is in new places where there is
nothing to tax, where there are no rate-
payers and no conditions of health.
First of all it is proposed to throw
on the property owner or the occu-
pier the responsibility of providing
sanitary conditions to prevent sickness.
Out of the kindness of his heart
having reduced the sickness, then the
Government say the taxpayer trust pro-
vide for those who are sick. Next, some-
one says to Mr. Jones, " You are inte-
rested in this town; give us a pound for
the hospital." 'Very well, -when he has
given that the tax collector comes along
and says, " I am going to tax you another
pou nd for the benefit of the hospital." The
same man who is taxed tinder the scheme
of the Government has to pay another
pound. He has given X2, and then the
town gets.£4 out of the general revenue,
to which the taxpayver contributes again.
First he contributes voluntarily, then he
contributes locally, and then he con-
tributes to the general revenue. I want
to affirm that the true principle of hospital
management should. he that the hospital
is a charity. Do away with paying
patients. The hospital should only be
there for those who are indigent, and as
often occurs in new settlemnents, how-
ever much money a mnn may have, he is
unable to get medical attendance becanse
no doctor lives there. A town in that
condition is not taxed under this system.
The town that is in most need of direct
hospital accommodation has no taxation
under this system. Directly we create a
municipality and. put into it two or three
doctors, instead of people who are able to

pa going to their own medical man and
obtaining assistance and nursing, they go
into the hospital under the cover Qf being
paying patients. The hospital, thdre-
fore, ought to be a charity where, under
such circumstances, persons should not
go if they are within the reach of

medical aid and it is within their own
reach financially. The Government
ought not to take into hospitals people
who can afford to pay. We ought not
to tax the general taxpayer to reduce the
cost of the hospital. I have known
people who have large salaries availing
themselves of hospitals because they can,
go in and pay one pound per week and
call themselves paying patients. Every-
one knows that is correct. I take up my
first position that a hospital should be a
charity, and because it is a charity it
should be provided for out of the general
revenue of the State. If we depart from
that and carry out the present system
there is a great deal in favour of the
Premier's contention ; but hospitals
should be a charity, and only for those
who are indigent or are too far distant
from medical assistance.

THE: PREMIER Flow are you to tell
whether a man is indigent or not?1

MRi. ILjflNGWORTII: That does
not alter the principle. It may be diffi-
cult to carry out the system, and it may,
be difficult to carry out the Premier's sys-
tem. The whole hospital system is wrong
in this, that we admit paying patients
to a hospital in a district where patients
can get help for themselves elsewhere.
Those patients should not go into a hos-
pital. The exception is necessary and
should be made in new settlements out
in the back country where there is only
one me;dical man and that a Government
medical man, and where there may be
half a dozen nurses and all those nurses
in the employment of the Government.
A man in order to save his life and get
necessary help must, in such a case, go
into the hospital. The present system
leads to gross imuposition . People come
from districts where they live to get aid
in the city hospital. A number of
persons to my knowledge come to Perth
to go into the hospital; they make appli-
cation and they call themselves indigent.
I have known cases in which people have
gone to the hospital as indigent, andl they
have. come to inc and said " Take care of
my bank book until I come out." Of
.course I could not expose the people;
but these cases come under our notice;
everyone knows of them. Anyone who has
been on a hospital committee knows what
I say is perfectly correct. People come
away from different districts. [MnEn:f
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From Cue.] Well why not from Cue if
charity will provide for them? They
come down and say they want to go into
the institution. They do not even pro-
pose to pay £1 or 1s., or 10s. a week,
and they hide away money until they
come out again. Therefore I say the
present system leads to imposition. I
want to say a word on a point the
Premier touched upon as to coiupetition.
I said at the time the utility of competi-
tion only arises in large cities where there
is more than one hospital. In London
where there are four or five systems of
medicine, and whereeach system maintains
its own hospital, or where there are dis-
tricts which compete one with another,
then I can understand hospitals may be
competitive. For instance in Melbourne
where they have the Melbourne Hospital,
which is the oldest institution in the
place and perhaps one of the best in
Australia, there is great cornpetition
with the Alfred Hospital, a specific
hospital for typhoid. Then there is the
hommeopathic hospital, which is well
maintained by those enthusiasts in that
particular system. and these institutions
come in competition. But we cannot apply
that argument in this State in our present
conditions. We cannot maintain two
hospitals in Perth. We could not matin-
tain two hospitals in Fremantle; nor, by
any system of voluntary contribution,
and assisted by the Government, could
we maintain two hospitals in the gold-
fields districts. Therefore the contention
that if there is competition in hospital
conditions better conditions arise, does
not apply to this State under existing
circumstances.

TEEr PRxnnxn: There might be coin-
petition between Perth and Fremantle.

Ma. 1LLINGWORTH: There always
will be rivalry between Perth and Fre-
mantle, if only in connection with foot-
ball matches. Trhe system proposed strikes
mec as uneven, and it may be that was the
reason why the Premier took a deal of
trouble to justify it, because he probably
noticed the unevenness of the argument
himself. He set forth this proposi-
tion-to guarantee 15,000 people in
one place creates a property value,
but to get 20,000 people in that
place means an increase in. the quan -
tity of sickness. That is absolutely
absurd. All the figures are against the

contention. When a city is created and
sanitary conditions are created, the pro-
portion of sickness is reduced. If the
Premier meant to say that you have more
chance of getting sick ness among 20,000
than 1,000, it would be all right; but no
sensible man would put forward an argu-
ment like that. It is absurd to say
that because you have 100 people sick
out of 10,000, you would have 200 people
sick out of 20,000.

Mn. JACOBYr Do you say the town is
healthier than the farm ?

SAn%. ILLINGWORTH: It depends
upon the condition of the farm. I know
some farms are far from healthy. A
great deal of the disease in Perth comes
from farmis and from the dairies particu-
larly. Perth has to suffer mortality,
especially amongst infants, in consequence
of the insanitary condition of dairies.

THE: MINISTER ron L.N~ns: The city
and suburban dairies. Analyses will prove
that.

MR. ILUINGWORTH: Getting back
to the proposals of the Government, they
say that these hospitals cost £60,000.
They propose to give £22 for £21, and
propose to provide £40,000 out of
£260,000 themselves. To get theY£20,000
they have to take £40,000 from the
general taxpayer. The general taxpayer
comes into town and lives in a house;
and here I may say the idea that, because
a manm owns a house, he is a taxpayer, is
wrong. Tt is the man who occupies the
house that pays the taxes. When you
fix your rental, if you are to pay the
taxes you increase the rent. From the
man who lives in a house within at certain
radius the Government first of all take his
proportion of the £44,000 in general
taxation, and because he lives in a house
they tell him that his house is rented at
such and such and that his rate must be
increased to help the sick people in the
district. In order that he may acquire
the right to obtain his own £2, after
contributing 21 the Government call
upon him to give another. So it is the
same man patying all the time.

THE PanminaR: Won't the recording
angel record his good acti

MR. ILLiINGWORtTH:- Unfortunately
the Premier cannot guarantee the entries
of the recording angel. We leave him
out of present conditions, and come to
the stern fact thabt we have to pay a

[ASSEMBLY.j Ohange of Sysiiem.
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certain amount of taxation. [Interjec-
tion.] The property-owner never pays
taxes. Supposing a man contributes.£1,
under the rating system he pays another,
and, because he gives £1 and pays £1 in
his local district, the Government will
give him X4 more, sn that they would give
him what he has already paid. [THE
MINISTER FORt LANDS: He pays is. 5d.
for a 10s. rent-al.] Take the case of a
man owning other property, for instance,
a team of bullocks, or a stock of groceries.
The Government do not touch him, but
only touch the man who occupies a
house. This other man perhaps lives at
a club, but has £40,000 or £50,000 worth
of stock at his warehouse. He is not
taxed, but the man with a family of five
or six, who is living in a house, is taxed.
The Government do not get at the vast
amount of property in the district. On
this question I should have expected
from the Premier a more democra~ti idea
titan this, and that he should have
recognised the fact that there is other
property than houses. The people who
live in the main streets of this city are
there to sell goods, and these goods are
property; but the Government do not
reach the owners of this property by a
tax such as is proposed.

THE PREMIER: You say that rents go
up.

Ma.ILLINGWOETlT: Donotseatter
away on ideals. Take the stock of Sand-
over & Co., which is worth about
£e160,000. Under this scheme there is
no tax on that stuck. There is only tax-
ation on the building. That is the only
way in which you reach this company.
The Premier has property in St. George's
Terrace, but he is very careful to put the
rates on the tenants, and goes out to a
salubrious suburb where the people do
not get sick. He pays his proportion like
every other man in the State; but the
tenants in his building have to pay the
rate on his property. In order to raise
£260,000 we provide £220,000, first by
voluntary contributions and secondly by
direct taxation. Why do we want to
throw the onus on the city taxpayer,
because full 70 per cent. of the sickness
in the hospital comes from outside the
radius of taxation? The people using
the hospital are to a large extent people
not living in the city. I was not suffi-
ciently long connected with the hospital

committee to know, but I am told that 20
per cent. of the patients of the Perth
Hospital come entirely from outside Perth.
We throw upon the city the onus of
maintaining this hospital. On Hospital
Saturdays the citizens make their con-
tributions in one way.

THE MINISTER FOR LANnS: The pro-
perty owner does not give much on that
day.

MR. TLLIN GWORTH: I had to give
seven times. The bon. member probably
sat in his office and did not get accosted.
The system proposed is an absolutely
unequal system, and it is not worthy of'
deep consideration. After all it really
makes very little difference, except that,
if the State will not undertake the support
of charitable institutions, taxation will
fall on the wrong people. An improvi-
dent man is a man most likely to go into
hospitals, and he is not reached by any
scheme, and does not give anything in
the way of contribution. The only way
in which he is reached is through the
whisky he drinks. If you provide for
the hospitals out of the ordinary revenue
of the people, it is not absolutely equit-
able, but it'is the most equitable way in
which we could possibly approach such a
question as this. It is the most equitable
way of dealing with hospitals at any
rate, if not all charitable institutions.
The first duty of the State is to pro-
tect the lives and property of the people,
and the next thing is to look after
the sick. If taxation is not for that
purpose I do not know what it is for.
We should look after the health of the
people. In a country like this, where
new settlements constantly rise and new
rushes take place, the conditions are
often very insanitary, and men have to
endure nll kinds of h;ardships away from
all conditions of comfort and proper
food. In this State not a small amount
of sickness comes from bad water.

THE MINISTER FoR LANDS: That takes
Place two or three years after settle-
ment.

MR. ILLING WORTH: My experi-
ence of Cue was that the worst typhoid
was at the first settlement on the field.
The State has gone wrong in these out-
lying districts a good many times. There
is no necessity for putting up such
massive buildings as have been put up in
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districts not yet assured. The buildings
which were put up at Cue could have
been put up two years before, and erected
at a fifth of the cost, and would have
been wore effective. That hospital was
put up in the most absurd position, with
a battery just behind it and a playground
just in front of it, from which it is only
separated by a chain road. It is only a
question of time when the building will
have to be removed. The principle pro-
posed by the Premier is that, in addition
to the ordinary taxation, when the con-
ditions of producing municipalities or a
city reduce mortalityv, the people who get
the unearned increment, though they are
paying all the time to increase the
healthfulness of the district and all
the conditions that make for health,
and thereby making their district more
sanitary, should pay farther taxation
in order to put up more hospitals.
You first ask them to donate, then to
pay local taxation, and then you take
another £.2 out of their pocket by general
revenue. The best thing is to take the
whole of the money out of general tAaa-
tion, and it will fall muore equitably that
way than in any other. If.£100,000 of this
State's money has to he expended, I do
not know auy other way in which it can
be expended so well as by maintaining
efficient hospitals in every district of the
State. I conteud it is the duty of the
State, and so far as we possess means I
think the first charge on revenue should
be for hospitals. The conditions are
getting more favourable according to the
hon. member's fignres--A,91,O0O a little
while ago and getting down to £262,000;
a very great increase of population, and a
very great decrease in the cost of
hospitals. Under these conditions where
is the necessity for introducing a new
system of local taxation for the purpose
of meeting the requirements of the
hospitalsP I say take the money out of
the general revenue and make the hos-
pitals a charity. Allow no one to go in
unless he is indigent, or so far distant
from help that it becomes a charity to
help him. Under those conditions you
will find your hospitals are not imposed
on as now, and we shall have an
equitable system of settlement of this
question.

On motion by Mr. FoULKEs, debate
adjourned.

PESELSHELL FISHERY ACT
AMENDMWENT BILL.

Received from the Legislative Council,
aud, on motion by the PREMIER, read a
first time.

MOTION-TICK REGULATIONS, TO
RESCIND.

Debate resumed f rom, 2nd September
on the motion by Mr. Holmes r1 That, in
the opinion of this House, the tick regu-
lations as enforced at ]Fre mantle should
be rescinded, and that all cattle for ship-
ment from Wyndham to Fremantle
should be dipped at Wyndham prior to
shipment, and re-dipped on arrival at
Fremantle and then liberated; " also on
the amendment moved by Mr. Pigott to
substitute the words " maintained, and
that immediate steps should be taken to
induce the establishment of freezing and
chilling works at Wyndham, on such
conditions as may provide the full advan-
tages of the process to all cattle owners
within the district."

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS (Hon.
J. Mf. Hopkins):, The member for East
Fremantle (Mr. Holmes) recently moved
that the tick regulations as enforced at
Fremantle should be rescinded, and that
all cattle for shipment from Wyndhiam to
Fremantle should be dipped at Wyndham
prior to shipment and re-dipped on atrrival
at Fremantle and then liberated. The
hon. member then expressed regret that
I was absent when he addressed his
remarks to the House, and I regret that
urgent public business-I prefer to sup-
plemuent that with the words of the mem-
ber for Kanowna "1and other reasons "-
denied me the privilege of being present
to bear the views as they were advanced
by members. At the same time I have
gone carefully through the remarks as
they appeared in Hansard, and I willingly
concede to the hon. member the far-reach-
ing im portance that surrounds this tick
problem. The only difference which
exists probably between tbe hon. member
and the Government is that if we err at
all, we err on the side of caution. At the
present time, and it has been so in the
past, tick cattle are brought from East
Kimberley, they are swum ashore at
Robb's Jetty, and if I am to believe the
assurance of the late Chief Inspector of
Stock, they are retained in yards until
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they are slaughtered. These rigid Con-
ditions have resulted in a large number
of poverty-stricken animalsbeing annually
placed on the market. Last year 16,646
head of cattle were brought from East
Kiniherley, and althou 'gh there is a variety
of opinion as to the number of stores
which arrived, the present Acting-Chief
Inspector of Stock one might say roughly
sets it down at about 2,000 head. An~d
under the conditions which existed prior
to my coming into the Lands Depart-
ment, the whole of those bullocks were,
irrespective of how poor or poverty-
stricken they were, forced into consump)-
tion. A Shipment of tick cattle arriving
for the wholesale trade, whether for
Forrest and Emanuel, Connor and
Doherty, or any other firm, could not
be sold the first week, but the firm would
keep them and feed them and work them
off as best they could among the prime
consignments, and probably they would
be wasting more every week, so that by
the time they were slaughtered for public
consumption; they' would probably have
wasted to such a degree that the net
return would not, I suppose. really exceed
X6 a head. I believe that this is a
reasonably correct estimate, and I have
not the slightest doubt that the amount
would be swallowed up in the expenses
before the bullock was slaughtered. My
desire in taking charge of this depart-
ment has been to extend all the aid
possible to those persons engaged in the
East Kimberle 'y trade, and to give them
as far as lay in my power all the benefits
and all the fruits of their enterprise and
industry, and if perhaps I have not been
able to grant on all and sundry occasions
the assistance asked for, I submit that I
have at least made a considerable advance
upon the position as it was some six
months ago. Say a consignment of
bullocks arrives to-morrow. If there is
a proportion of these, as there generally
is I suppose, destined for consumption
on the goldfields, and the proprietor can
no longer keep them in Fremantle, he

mycnin the portion for slaughter on

thy ose glfelds direct to Kalgoorlie, and
have there set apart half a million acres

on which he can keep; these cattle free of
charge until such time as he can slaughter
them.

MR. HOMES: They have the run of
the whole Eastern G4oldfields,

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS: They
say that when doctors differ the patient
dies. The late Chief Inspector of Stock-

MR. BOLMES: Why quote him?
THE MINISTER FOR LANDS: The

late Chief Inspector of Stock said the
cattle did not have the right of depas-
turing on the Eastern Goldfields. I say
there were times when tick cattle did
cross the Eastern Goldfields.

MR. TAYLOR: And up till very lately.
THEs MINISTER FOR LANDS: At

the same time they have not had the
privilege of grazing around Fremantle,
but it is on record where tihe veterinary
surgeon who was acting as Stock
Inspector at Coolgardie reports it was a
most distressing sight to see tick-infested
cattle herded in small yards in burning
sand on the Eastern Goldfields. There
is ample proof in the regulations that
these Cattle should have been confined in
yards. We learn from the member for
East Fremnantle that it was more
honoured in the breach than in the
observance. That I take it is the
position. The worst. thing T can say
about the Stock Department under the
old systemn is that, after six years' prac-
ticallv, of experience with tick cattle,
to-day, we have not a sound practical
experiment to convince us that we are
safe in going one step 'farther than we
went then, when we brought them here
six years ago.

ME. WALLACE: That is the fault of
the Minister, and not of the inspector.

TEE MINISTER FOR LANDS: It
may be thc fault of Ministers and
Governments, but at the same time I
think it shows decidedly a lack of enter-
prise on the part of those responsible
officers, who must have recognised that
they were dealing with a problem which
should be solved at the earliest possible
moment. [Interjection by MR. HorniEs.]
The hon. member asks, has he not been
begging us? Will the hon. member tell
us when the first shipment of ticked cattle
arrived this season ?

AfR. HOLMES: In March.
THE MINISTER FOR LANDS: And

the next.
Mit. HOLMES: Three weeks later.
THE MINISTER FOR LANDS:

And the next? [No reply.] As a
matter of fact I do not presume to walk
into the office and think that in 24 hours
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I can solve a problem which has con-
fronted Ministries and Parliament for the
last six years. After being in office some
considerable while I devoted a month
to this business, at the end of which
time I began to feel that I was justified
in taiking some action, and I believe
the action which could be taken has
been taken in the interests of the
country, and at the same time it has
afforded some relief to those people who
are engaged in the East Kimberley trade.
We purpose, regarding the arrival of a
consigumentof ticked cattle, to make some
better arrangements in the first place for
their landing, That is under considera-
tion for the moment. Only yesterday
morning I saw a shipment being unloaded.
When it left Wyndham there were, I
think, 600 and odd bullocks on board.
Thirty-aix died on the road down, and
four more were lying drowned on the
beach. [Interjection by MRt. CONNOR.]
The bon. member, no doubt, could quote
many shipments. I am telling members
what I saw yesterday7, the result of my
personal inquiry. I did not choose to go
yesterday because there was a mortality.
I knew of no mortalityv Until I reached
Frenmantle.

MR. TAYLOR: You knew it was rough
weather.

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS: I
did not know. As at matter of fact, the
hon. member for Aft. Margaret (Mr.
Taylor) is entirely wrong in the view he
is putting forward, inasmuch as the
cattle did not die from rough weather,
but from tick fever.

ME. TAYLOR: That is what I wanted
to bring out.

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS: As
a matter of fact the cattle that died on
the way down died from tiek fever.
Perhaps when that statement is brought
home, members will begin to realise that
tick fever is rather dangerous. These
cattle, as I understand, came off clean
country; but they had to cross tick-
infested country before they got on ship-
board. Those cattle developed tick fever
on board, and the result was what one
might term disastrous.

MR. FIGOoTT: How long had they
been (in board when they died ?

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS,
did not make inquiries. They died on
the way down.

Mr. PIGOTT: Before they got, in that
rough weather?

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS: Yes.
They died from tick fever. I mnake that
statement on information given me by
the first mate of the vessel which has
been engaged in the trade; and I have
no doubt his statement is truthful. To
illustrate my' proposal, I will say, for
argument's sake, there are 12 stores in
the one consignment of cattle from East
Kimberley' ; and that is Presuming that
the cattle come down under the most
favourable auspices. It is estimated that
only 2,000 stores came down last year;
and I am endeavouring to place in the
way of a person dealing with these cattle
the opportunity of dealing with store
bullocks to the' greatest possible advan-
tage ; for, if forced into consumption at
a reduced price, ultimately the butchers
will cut them up in the shop for sausages,
and pass them off on an unsuspecting
public. Most of such meat I am sure is
not fit to eat ; at least one would not
care to eat it if one saw it before sale.
Now had it not been made by the hon.
member for Northam (Hon. G. Thros-
sell), credence would hardly have been
given to the statement that the areas
which I proposed to set apart on the
Eastern Railway for depasturing those
store cattle contained no feed; and I feel
now that it is essential to quote the
words of the inspector who for not
only days but weeks made a careful

Iexamination of the country between
Southern Cross and Northiam, and
who chose two blocks, both of which
he thought were suitable, and where hc
thought he could get an adequate water
supply from the pipe-track. This gen-
tleman must have been highly thought
of by the member for Northam, for
that hon. member, when a Minister of
the Crown, appointed him an officer of
the Lands Purchase Board. I refer to
Mr. Robinson. Personally, I believe
him to be a sound, practical man.
Reporting on those blocks of land, Mr.
Robinson says, referring to No. 1:

This block is nearly all of first-class forest
land, with fairly heavy growth of salmon and
morrell gum and gimblet wood. Where the
forest does not Occur there are tamser thicket
plains, being now well covered with tufty

gasamong the thickets. The soil is mostly
gostrong, sandy loam, of about six inches,

on a red clay subsoil; and if the timber were
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killed by ringbarking, would produce a heavy
crop of good-class grasses-namely joined,
spear, and tufty grass, native oats, pine and
needles, geranium, and other good feeding
matters.
Referring then to No. 2, he says:

In conclusion, I would call your attention to
the fact that this block is undoubtedly to-day
the most suitable for stocking up, as it would
keep at the present time quite one sheep to
the acre in many places, as against three acres
to the sheep for the Block No. 1.
I think that adequately answers the
charge that there is no feed upon the
sites I have chosen. The next question
which arises is that of cost. What will
it cost to take the store bullocks, after
double-dipping, to one of those depots, and
confine them there, say for a month, and
then if they are clean allow them to go on to
the millions of acres of first-class country
where there is abundance of feed, around
Leonora? The member for Mt. Margaret
(Mr. Taylor) will bear me out when I
tell the House that N icolls, Cobb and
Co., and other people, cam turn thorough-
bred horses out in that country which
have not been on grass for three or four
years; and those horses come in six or
nine months afterwards full of condition
and half as big again as when they went
out. Now I estimate that we can take
those 12 store bullocks and double-dip
them for 2s. a head, or £11 4s. for the lot.
From the railway freights I am rebating
one-half; so that will total £3 9s.
Agistment for 28 days at 4s. per head is
1Is. per week--X2 8s., orva total of £7 Is.,
equal to IeI. 9d. per head. Su as an
experiment the cattle will be double-
dipped, can stay at the dip for 28 days,
and if pronounced clean at the end of
that time will be allowed to go into that
country I have mentioned, to be depas-
tured. In their original condition the 12
bullocks would be sold at, roughly, £26
per head, or £72. In their improved
condition the same cattle can come back
into the market, perhaps 12 months later,
and without the slightest difficulty realise
£218 per head, Of course the member for
East Kimberley (Mr. Connor) laughs;
but it is remarkable that there is abso-
lutely no unanimity amongst the people
who are engaged in the East Kimberley
cattle trade; and this applies to those
engaged in the East and West Kimnberley
cattle trade. If they could only come
forward with some unanimous proposition

which one could consider, there would be
no difficulty in solving the tick question;
but on every side I find the statements of
one party contradicted by another. What
is one to do when placed in a quandary of
that kind ? I have not been engaged in the
East Kimberley trade, and consequently
I have to anialyse these conflicting testi-
monies in the endeavour to arrive at some
rational proposal. Let us say that the
2,000 store bullocks have been treated as
I propose. The Government on the whole
year would have rebated £500 in rail.
way freights. That is the only loss to
which the State would have been sub-
jected. But tell me: Would not this
country willingly have paid this sum
once, twice, or thrice over, in order to
solve that question which has caused the
country so much anxiety, which to-day is
causing the same anxiety, and which if
my department are not permitted to con-
tinue the experiment we are now waking,
will probably keep the country involved
in difficulties for ages yet to come?

MR. MORAN : What if the cattle are
not clean after being dipped ?

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS: If
the cattle are not clean after being dipped
at Fremantle, we will erect a dip at the
dep6t and dip them again. But we do
not propose to let them leave Fremantle
until satisfied by a careful crush inispec-
tion after the second dipping, that they
are fit to go. The hon. member says we
will tick up that area. We have no
intention of doing anything of the kind.
We purpose doing our work on business
and rational lines. I found trucks going
up to the goldfields with cattle coming
back infested with tick, and being sent
through the agricultural districts.

MR. HOLMES: And what happened?
Were those districts ticked up?

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS: With
that phase of the matte? I shall deal
later on. We can easily get sufficient
pressure through a hose from the pipe
track to cleanse those trucks at Cool-
gas-die. After all, there may not be
much harmi in dropping tick if they
cannot find hosts to which to attach
themselves ; and the member for East
Kimberley knows that as well as I do.

MR. CONNOR: We had ticked cattle in
a paddock at Northam for months.

Tan MINISTER FOR LANDS: I
am not in a position to cornbat that
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statement. Some hon. members, more
particularly the member interjecting, have
a fund of practical experience behind
them; and the hon. member is at liberty
to state his case to the House. I do not
dispute that statement; but I should be
allowed to explain the attitude which I
have been forced to take up, and I am
pleased to say the attitude which, after
careful consideration, the Government see
fit to support me in taking. IUder the
proposals which I have elaborated I
think there will be a distinct advantage
to the man who will deal in ticked cattle
as against the man who was dealing in
ticked cattle 12 months ago. The miem-
ber for East Fremantle desires that we
shall dip all the cattle leaving Fremantle,
and distribute them. But we say, "No.
We only ask you to dip those cattle
which it is essential to dip." Now,
whilst we say it is necessary to dlip some
of the cattle, this does not apply to those
destined for consumption on the Eastern
goldfields. Why should we make them
undergo the hardship of being dipped ?
Do I not understand the member for East
Fremantle (Mr. Holmes) to say that out
of every consignment two-thirds were
only fit to till? Take the two-thirds and
put them throutrhi a double dipping, and
how many of them are fit to kill ? That
is the problem which the bon. member
will have an opportunity of answering
when he replies at the end of this speech.

MR. HOLMES: What is the result of
your experiments?

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS: I
will corns to that directlyv, I cannot deal
with six sides of the question at once. I
do very well if I deal with one, and I
want to do it fairly. TIhe whole of the
argument and the conflicting testimony
which is flying around this Chamber
to-night amply indicates how very lax
has been the administration of the Stock
Department is years gone by; indicates
that instead of recommendations of select
committees and of this Parliament beiing
given effect to, no satisfactory option has
been taken which would aid us in arriving
at a solution of the difficulty. I do not
want to say that the tick will breed here.
But I make the statement on behalf of a
gentleman honoured even by the members
for East Kimberleyv and East Fremantle;
that is Mr. Weir, the veterinary surgeon,
who says that tick will breed here.

MRn. CoNon: For how many genera-
tions ? One.

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS: Let
me take a case. Let me take a mob of
500 ticked cattle off a vessel to-morrow
morning and turn them -adrift on Mr.
Morrison's paddocks at Hushmead, where
there is abundance of pasture. Those
cattle fill themselves quickly with
good feed, and lie down. During three
or four weeks the tick are shed ; there
is abundance of cover; the eggs are
laid and the -young tick incubated. The
cattle mix with clean cattle in the
paddock. These cattle also lie down;
and the ticks have no difficulty, in pastures
of that kind where there is abundance of
hosts in the shape of live stock, in attach-
ing themselves to those hosts. That
picture is very different from the theory
of a single bullock getting away at Owen's
Anchorage and going down a track to
barren country at the Serpentine, where it
may shed 500 ticks which may never in a
generation run against another live beast.
Those are the problems which arise; and
so it may be that although tick-infested
trucks have been carelessly permitted to
go to and fro, it may be that the ticks
fell off and bred in the ordinary course,
but never had an opportu nity of attaching
themselves to their original hosts or to
any other live stock. The greatest diffi-
culty with which I have had to contend
has been the want of that expert evidence
and that satisfyin g influence which actual
practical experiments would give. But I
personally have had to go into this ques-
tion, having no interests to serve on one
side or the other. All I desire is to do
the best I can to) provide a cheap food
supply for the people. Hon. members
will concede that I have always worked
hard with that object; and at the same
time I desire to give all the aid possible
to every person engaged in the agricul-
tural and pastoral industries of the
country. 1 have nothing to induce
me to take any action which is not
calculated to give the greatest assistance
to persons engaged in those industries.
The member for East Fremantle based
his argument on two asswuptions: one
that dipping is effective, I take it, and
that if it is not effective it does not
matter. We have had some dipping ex-
perinments; and with what results? On
the 23rd of December of last year 106
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head of cattle were dipped on behalf of
Mr. Copley. The solution was prepared
in acc-ordance with Queensland methods
by the Queensland expert, and the cattle
were dipped; but one dead bullock was
in the draining pen, aud there was a
heavy mortality in the paddocks in-
mediately afterwards. Such was the
result of the first dipping. The expert
from Queenslamd said we had better
reduce the strength of the dip, and we
did so. Fifty-five were put through
on this occasion. Before the cattle were
dipped the second time live tick were
found but not afterwards. Hon. mem-
bers will probably say tie solution solved
the question.; but that is the diffic.ulty in
the problem. Washington, in the United
States, advise us that the trouble is in
the uniformity of the solution. The
next dipping was on behialf of Messrs.
Conner, D~oherty, & Duraek; 46 were
dipped, and this is what the present
Acting Chief Inspector says :-" It was
by no means successful, as the stock had
to be dipped a third. time before tick life
was destroyed, and then it was deemed
advisable to bold them for a farther
eight days before declaring them clean."
This goes to show that although the dip
may, succeed to-day it fails to-morrow,
and so it goes on. I asked Mr. Weir to
give this matter his serious attention, and
as a result of the observations and ex-
periments already made, we are to have
a test with a new dip during this week.
I believe from the small experiments
made so far, this new dip is going to be
infinitely superior to the old one;i and
more than that, Mr. Weir assures me to
the best of his belief that it will not be
hurtful to the stock, and if successful, as
he believes it will he, we shall be able to
cleanse all the herds that come from East
Kimberley. In view of our own experi-
ments, and of the experiments made
in America, I caninot do other than state
that although the Queensland authorities
are perfectly satisfied with the qnles~ion of
dipping, others point out that Qutens-
land wants an outlet for cattle. New
South Wales advises that it does not allow
the cattle to come in after dipping. The
hon. member would have led the House
to believe that the dip at Fremantle was
erected for the purpose of dipping fat
cattle. That was not so. The dip was
erected for store cattle, and T believe

my sell the only safe policy for us to
pursue is the policy we are followin at
present; and the only regret I hae to
express is that this policy was not
pursued six years ago. If it had I believe
live years ago the problem would have
been solved. My advocacy is to hold
paramount the best interests of the State.
The second assumption that tick will do
no harm here I can neither dispute nor
affirm ; but in order that what has been
stated may be set at rest, we are having
an area at Fremantle fenced with a
double fence, and the cattle are to be
confined within the inner one; there will
be ample straw provided as cover for the
tick to breed in, and fresh cattle will be
put in to give the tic;ks an opportunity
to attap-h them selves to the animals. This
is a difficult problem, .and I agree it is
open to attack in various ways by those
who choose to attack it; but let those
members submit some other proposal
while conserving the interests of the
country. Our interests should be con-
served, although to-day they may be
small. What about the Great South-
ern district ? What about the herds
in the South-Western districts? There
are herds there and large aream to develop.
We have advanced £200,000 from the
Agricultural Bank, and the whole of that
mioney has gone into the South-Western
district. Are we now, for the sake of one
season, after bearing the burden for six
years, to s~urrender the safeguards we
have and run the risk of contaminating
these herdsP It may be there will be no
results, but the solution of the difficulty
now offering is a, reasonable one. When
we offer to place store cattle at 11s. 9d.
per head for 30 days there is an oppor-
tunity of cleansing the cattle. If the
experiments are as reasonably successful
as we can warrant, we can extend the area
to which the cattle when clean can be
sent to depasture. It has been stated
these dips are going to be expensive
concerns, but that is not so. It is intended
to ringhark the areas and fence them and
place a man with an assistant in charge.
The work will be of a practical nature,
and from the experiments become a big
educational factor. If big consignments
of tick cattle went there and the pros-
pects of feed were becoming scarce, all
they have to do is to tail the cattle over
the country, the same as Butcher and
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Uhr tailed the famous herd we have
heard so much about a short time ago.
We know that tick cattle were tailed in
many instances, and I am glad that on
the Eastern Goldfields no harm came of
it. I believe no harm. would come if tick
did propagate there. I do not know
that they would do much harm, because
there is not much there to attach them-
selves to. It is an easy thing to say,
" Take all the cattle and dip them at
Wyndham and dip them again at Fre-
mantle." That is all very well for those
looking on, like the member for East
Fremntle, but what about the person
who owns the cattle? Take the member
for East Kimberley, what does he sayP
"You are not going to dip my cattle,"
and other people will make the same
observation. The proposal to bring store
cattle to stock up the South-Western
districts has been mentioned. There are
126,980 head of cattle in West Kim-
berley and 112,980 in East Kimberoe,
and if the information of our inspector
at East Kimberley is to be relied o, te
figures of East Kimiberley can be eo-
sidemably discounted. That is a report
only recently to band. I do not want to
enumerate the different stations, but I
say again on the authority of the inspec-
tor located in East Kimberley that the
total of 112,930 can be liberally dis-
counted. If there is such a good demand
for store cattle in the South-Western
districts, why have not the people in
West Kimberley sent down a few? Why
not rush the cattle if there is such a,
good thing in the South-Western dis-
tricts ?

MR. CoNxon: They have none.
THE MINISTER FOR TLANDS: I

cannot understand, where there is such a
thing as a cattle raising industry, that
they have none.

MR. OoN~oR: As much as £9 i~s.
was paid for store cattle in Fremantle
yesterday.

TnE MINISTER FOR LANDS : If
they bad been fat they would have been
worth £18 or £20 or £225 per head. I
truly confess that I have not felt as I did
perhaps when sitting as an independent,
member inthe House, urging things which
perhaps on the face of them appeared to
be ultra-radical, perhaps daring; still I
maintain that is the avocation of an
independent member, and it is for the

Ministry or those defending a proposition
of this kind to bring out the other side
of the question. There is an enormous
area under wheat in the South-Western
districts, and the vested interests in the
aggregate of the farmers there are worthy
of serious consideration; and I say this
after having devoted I believe more care
and attention to this question than has
ever been devoted by any other Minister
-1 believe l am safe in saving that I have
devoted more attention than any other
Minister- [MncfBRn: That would not
be too niuch]-bowever little it is I
hope it is creditable. I have had some
inquiries made and this is what I am
advised:-

Messrs. Forrest, Emanuel, and Co. area
strongly opposed to dipping at Wyndhiam, and
contend that f at cattle dipped on to the boats
at Wyndham will be greatly depreciated in
value. If dipping is to be made compulsory
it should only apply to store cattle being
released from quarantine for grating, and
these should be dipped tWice at Owen's
Anchorage. If the stores were being sent to
the goldfields they should be dipped once at
the Anchorage and a second time at the fields.

I can understanid that every man engaged
in the trade would like to have them
dlipped at every place he can.
The firm state they bring very few stores
down from Easb. Kimberley, andsvould strongly
object to having their fat cattle hnooked about
through dipping. Messrs. S. Copley & Co. aire
prepared to dip all stock at Wyandham, and
again on arrival at Fremantle. They consider
that the dipping does not injuire the cattle,
and as it destroys the ticks it relieves the
beasts of an aggravating irritant. It is the
intention of the firm to construct dips on their
station at an early date, so that all their cattle
may be dipped periodically. . . . Mr. F.
Connor, of Connor, Doherty. & Durack, Ltd.,
is strongly opposed to dipping fat cattle at
Wyndham. He sees no reason for dipping at
all,' and considers East Kimberley cattle should
be allowed to move anywhere in these
southern parts without restriction. Experience
has shown us that ticks will not propagate
their species in these districts. If dipping is
insisted upon, fat cattle for slaughter at the
Anchorage and on the goldields should not be
dipped? but fat cattle being sent to Albany,
Katanning, and other places should be dipped,
if made compulsory, at Owen's Anchorage.
Store cattle released for depasture should be
dipped at the same place. Thirty head out of
150 died subsequent to the dlipping.

They go on to say, "It is hard to say
what loss would result through dipping."
The cost of keeping cattle at Owen's
Anchorage awaiting slaughter has been
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brought under my notice by one party
interested in the trade, who thinks that
we should provide grazing dep~ts there
as at Kalgoorlie. J am prepared to offer
every facility I can, but members must
concede that as a member of the M.inis-
try, and especially coming from the
Eastern Goldfields, I should go reason-
albly slow and see that ounr actions are
tempered with some degree of discretion.
I interviewed some of the owners myself.
Forrest and Emanuel stated that in a
normal season they did not want to graze
cattle. They are perfectly satisfied to
feed tbe cattle with chaff at Owen's
Anchorage and pay the normal price,
which is estimated at about 5s. per head
per week. There is an amendment by
the member for West Kimberley. I
think the member for East Fremantle
stated there was another method of deal-
ing with tick cattle, and that was the
question of erecting freezing chambers,
That takes mae back to the report of the
select committee which sat in 1900.
That select committee stated:--

We feel justified in asserting that a, market
would be assured to the pastorsalists if all
stock were killed under proper inspection at
a coastal abattoir prior to shipment, provided
adequate arrangements for chilling existed.
Great economy could be effected, not only in
the cost of handling anud the less spacre
required, tbus allowing more to participate,
but the loss in weight, and the enormous
other disabilities to the transport of live stock
would be entirely obviated. -

Such as we saw yesterday.
The advantages of such methods should be

placed before pastoralists by an expert, with a
view to their provision by themselves as a
co-operative concern, or on a subsidy by the
State under some suitable guarantee; that
immediate assistance be given to the chilled
and frozen meat industry; that the present
trend of trade in this and other States is
towards the sale of the chilled product.

This is rather an important statement.
The pronouncement to that effect made
some little time ago by the select com-
mittee is being exemplified, and I think
that it should be refreshing news to
those people who are looking forward
to the establishment of freezing chami-
bars in the North, and to bringing down
caresses under more economic con-
ditions, to note that there has been an enor-
mous increase in the consumption of
frozen meat. In 1899 we imported
£10,814 worth of frozen beef:- It fell off

in 1900 and 1901, but it rose again in
1902 to £22,224 worth, and for the first
six months of this year we brought in
£28,167 worth of frozen beef. This
information is supplied to me by the
Oustoms Department. I was very par-
ticular about getting the frozen beef
figures. I was not dealing in meat, but
in frozen beef, and that is the state of
the import for the first six months; and
if this remarkable increase is maintained,
there is every reason to believe that the
frozen beef consumption this year will
total in value £960,000. 1 prefer to
accept the Customs figures, because I
believe they are strictly correct.

MR. HARPER: Have you got the
figures for the muttonP

Tam MINISTER FOR LANDS -.No;
I only asked for the figures for beef,
because 1 do not think the people of
Kimberley are interested in mutton at
present. It shows that there has been
an enormous increase, and that the public
taste of Western Australia is being
cultivated towards the frozen or chilled
product,

Mn. PIGOTT.- It is a question of price.
THE MINISTER FOR LANDS: No

doubt that is so. flow much cheaper
could they have sold the bullocks that
came to Fremantle yesterday if they had
been killed at Kimberley? They would
have saved 100 pounds on every carcase
and 40 bullocks besides. These are im-
portant considerations. The freight
would have been a quarter of what it is.

Mn. WALLACEI: It is a, question to
the people of per pound.

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS: It
would have made a very considerable
difference. It is not what bullocks were
worth at Wyndham. In the case of
those thrown overboard, it was what they
were worth at Owen's Anchorage. If one
wanted to buy 100 cattle from the people
selling them, he would have to pay at 6d.
per pound to get them. With freezing
works at Wyndham there would he no
depreciation of weight, no loss from acci-
dents, there would be cheaper transport,
and no risk of infesting the country down
here. We had an expert before the
select committee, and asked him what it
would cost to establish freezing chambers
in the North. His estimate was set
down at about £4,000 for yards, building,
etc., for 20 bullocks per day. That
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would, of course, in no way meet
our requirements, but it demonstrates
that fact that, on the authority of the
Queensland expert, we would not be called
upon to put up more than £40,000 if we
went into the trade, even if it meant
duplication of small plants. We wired to
the Linde Refrigerating Co. at Sydney
for an estimate of cost, and they replied
that the approximate cost of treating
5,000 bullocks monthly would he about
£12,000, exclusive of boilers and water and
steam connections. We have to add to
that the cost of the yards and abattoirs.
I believe the amount of £30,000 would
cover everything. I am advised that, if
these works were established in the
locality of Wyndham, owing to the
geographical conditions and the special
facilities available there, which do not
present themselves either along the
Northern Territory or in East Kimberley,
Wyndham would he able to secure the
whole of the trade from that northern
country. Indeed, in carrying out this
policy of a white Australia, it is hard
to say how the country in that part of
the continent could he used for any
other purpose than cattle raising. It is a
good thing for the continent that we
will have a run of country reserved for
cattle-rai'sing purposes. Taking these
things into consideration, I believe that
the amendment moved by the member
for West Kimberley is a movement in the
right direction. I think the House is
perfectly justified in carrying it, but I do
not undertake to say that I am going to
be bound hand and foot by it. Farther,
from what I have said, hon. members
can consider that I am sincere in the
action I am taking towards the solution
of this difficulty. Members way say that
the herds of the South-West are
small, but I find that we have in
the South-West district 26,672 cattle,
in the South-East 18,588, and in the
East 5,987, so that adding in horses,
sheep, and pigs, the total live stock of
these districts is 729,329. With the
country practically undeveloped, where
very small areas have been cleared and
cultivated, what we find to-day in the
South-West is an indication of the great
prosperity that is going to follow. People
come here from the Eastern States and,
following the lines of railway which run
through poor country-for unfortunately

where the lines go through a good piece
of land the trains go through at night-
they see the country in its virgin state.
Coming from a district where the timber
has been felled and the country sweetened
for 30 or 40 years, they are apt to run
away with the impression that our
country is not much in comparison with
that of the Eastern States. However,
taking into consideration our excellent
yield and the splendid rainfall we enjoy,
and the fact that the State comprises
a third of the Commonwealth, there are
enormous interests at stake. One cannot
help realising the loss that easil 'y may
occur from an abolition of these tick
restrictions, and members can realise that
what I have done has, been dlone with the
very best intention. Although members
may say that it has been attended with a,
very small degree of success, they should

say in farness to myself that there has
been at least an honest endeavour. I
believe, if we take the risk of the aboli-
tion of the regulations, we may thwart
the progress that I have every reason to
believe is coming on the agricultural
industry of this country. There are big
interests at stake, and, if I have erred, I
have erred on the side of caution, and I
hope that the interests involved in the
problem are sufficient apology for the
stand I1 have had to take on this question.
(General applause.)

[MR. HARPER took the Chair.]
MR. F. CONNOR (East Kimberley):

One cannot call this a new question. 'It
is an ever-recurring one. It is now before
the House and will surely be recognised
as an old friend-one which we cannot
love but which we have to talk about. It
always comes up and always will come up,
I am afraid. It seems to beasortof peg
on which every member can hang his
political hat. When the matter was first
before the House, for political reasons
members on. the Opposition benches took
it inl hand, for economical reasons, and
for the purpose of stopping the disease
coming here. We find the remnants of
that party now on the other side of the
House, and we find on the Opposition
side the people belonging to the party
who then advocated the introduction of
these cattle. We find that now these
latter are out of power they have taken
up the stand of their predecessors on the
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Opposition benches. I have to thank the
member for East Fremantle for the stand
be has taken up in this matter. I also
have to thank him for having changed
his opinion. We all ought to be liable
to a change of opinions when we know
we have taken -up the wrong position.
The member for East Fremantle (Mr. J,
J. Holmes) admits that. When the
matter came before the House eight or
nine years ago he was one of the bitterest
opponents to the introduction of these
cattle, and he took up his position
honestly. Now he comes to sit on
the opposite side of the House he
takes the opposite position. His ex-
perience is sufficient argument that his
suggestion should be carried, and that
we should remove the absurd restrictions
altogether. What is the use of these
restrictions, and what is their effect? It
is absurd that a steamer bringing cattle
here is not allowed to come alongside the
jetty which was built for the purpose.
The cattle must be got out by a race and
swum ashore. I have seen as many as
ten bullocks drowned on one day. The
Minister preached economy; surely there
was the proof that these regulations--

THE MINISTER FoR LANDS: I am
taking that matter in hand.

Mn. CONNOR: Surely it was proof
that these regulations should not, at the
point of the Sword, be abolished P

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS: I do it on
my own initiative.

MR. CONNTOR: Why did you not do
it before?

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS:- Because it
was never brought to my notice.

MR. CONNOR - I wish the Minister
would take what I say in good part. I
recognise he is trying his best. I do not
believe he does anything except with the
best intentions. My remarks are not
antagonistic.

THE MINISTER Eon LANDS: Was not
your remark "1at the point of the sword "
antagonistic ? 1 do the matter on my
own initiative. It was never before me
previously.

Mit. CON-NOR: I have never ceased
asking for this. I have never ceased
pointing it out to the department. I
may not have gone to the Minister
directly.

THEs MINISTER FpoR LANDS: You never
made the request to mne.

MR. CON-NOR: For the last ten years
I have brought the matter before the
department. Whether it has come under
the 'Minister's flotice I cannot say. It is
not my fault, if it has not. I really do
.not want to clash. I know the Minister's
good nature will allow me to go through
the few remarks I have to make in
reference to this matter. As I have said,
on one occasion I saw ten hulloeks off
one ship die. There is the cost of bring-
ing a crowd of men down, and there is
the loss of a lot of cattle. Does that
tend to bring down the price of meat ?
That is the great question the House say
they are giving the most consideration to
in connection with this subject. They
say that is their object in keeping on
these restrictions, to reduce the price of
meat. Does that reduce the price of
meate That is a very peculiar way of
doing it. There are at Owen's Anchorag~e
what are called the quarantine yards,
where the animals arc kept, and I can
assure members about four or five days
ago they would have seen 500 bullocks
in those yards literally swimming in
liquid manure. Fancy such a thing as
that in a civilized country. The Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
have not taken it up, but they should. It
is a terrible disgrace. I amn not talking
as a, raiser of cattle but as a member of
Parliament. I have feelings which I try
to subdue whilst endeavouring to put
the matter before the House. Even in
South Africa, where I was, people took
up such a matter, and they are supposed
to be less civilized than we arc here. It
is not only having cattle put into those
yards, but they are kept there in spite of
the owners, because the owners do not
want to put them there. They are put
there and have to stay, and they cannot
lie clown at night unless they are
nearly covered with liquid filth. Those
are two reasons why there ought to be an
alteration. Then again, what does it
cost to feed these cattle in the yards ? I
reckon that with the cost of attendance,
fodder, water and till those things we
are charged for, it costs about 12s. per
week to feed those cattle. That is
another way in which we. are. reducing
the price of meat to the people! What
do cattle lose by being there instead of
going to paddocks where they could lie
down on dry ground, even in wet weather;
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where they could get under trees, if th:e
is no grass ? flow much better would
it be for them to be put into those
paddocks than into those yards. It
is cold weather which I have been
trying to describe. Then take hot
weather. When the BuD is striking down
on that white sand it makes the place
like a furnace. There is no protection.
no cover for these cattle, and when there
were some sheds put up a gentleman of
the Stock Department said that. those
sheds must be pulled down for they
were a harbour for tick. The whale
thing is so absurd. Really it is too bad.
I have described some of the difficulties
this trade has to contend with. Then
we are told now that we are to send those
cattle and put them through two dips.

THE MINISTER FRn LANDS: Not un-
less you wish to dip them. You please
yourself.

MR. CONNOR. You are prepared to
carry out the regulation with regard to
the fat stock ?

Tax MINISTER FOR bArns: Yes.
MR. CONNOR: And store stock have

two dippingsP
THE MINISTNIL FOE LANDS: Yes.
M. COOKNORt: That to some extent

removes, my objection to some of these
regulations, because although I read the
regulations I was not aware until I came
into the House and heard the Minister's
arguments that this was going to be
allowed. Tip to the present we could nat
send store stock away at all. We 'had
store stock which were clipped two or
three times as the Minister described.
T know that a grreat number were dipped
three times and sent out to paddocks,
but were not allowed to be disposed of,
and then theyv had to be brought back
to the yard and mnost of them slaughtered.
Some of them were not fit to be slaugh-
tered. Some of them went into the boil-
ing pot and we got simply the hides and
the bones. That is not a very good
thing to have to do. Tick cattle have
been coming here, to nmy knowledge and
to the knowledge of most pemople who have
taken any interest in this business, for
eight years. Grossly infested tick cattle
were lauded at Geraldton month after
month ydtrs ago and distributed over
the district outside Geraldton. These
are hard, solid, absolute facts I am telling,
which I know and which I[ can prove.

Ther isn %msae about this. These
are facts. For eight years cattle were
landed at Geraldton and distributed all
around Geraldten. Tick-infested cattle
were distributed all over this State until
these other regulations came into force.

IWe have often had two or three hun-
dred cattle depastured at a time around
Northam. We have had tick-infested
cattle at Albany, Beverley, Bridgetown,
Bunbury, and every town where the rail-
way gcoes to and cattle c:an be discharged.
We have sent enough to the goldields to
infest the whole world, if it were possible
to do so. I want to point this out to
the Minister just to show him that his
regulations are not perfect. The regula-
tions suggested for the goldfaelds provide
that tick-infested cattle can be sent to
the goldfields area: I think it is 50,000
acres,

TnE MINISTER FOR LANDS: Five hun-
dred thousand.

MR. OONNOR: That is still better
for my argument. They can be sent
there and be depastured there. There
are a goad many dairy herds up there.

Tan MITNISTER FOR LANDS: Two or
three.

MR. CONNOR: If there is only one
cow it will he the samne for my argument,
but I know there are a good many
hundred cows. These cows or that cow
-we will call it that cow, if the Minister
wishes-mired with these tick-infested
cattle.

Tas MINISTER voR LANDS: T do not
think tlhat is likely.

M-6. CONNOR: There is no likelihood
about it, because it is so.

THE MINISTER FOR LANDs: I Ought to
Iknow a little about it.

MR. CONNOR; It is an absolute fact.
It is at Kalgoorlie. I have seen it with
my ow-n eyes. We find that there is no
hindrance to those dairy cattle which are
not tick-infested travelling wherever they
like. The cattle which have been brought
to the dlip at the new reserve and kept
there for 28 days cannot go where they
like, but only to a certain place. 'rhat
only, goes to show the absurdity of the
whole regulation. I do not want to
throw any cold water on the scheme of
the Minister, but I ant, here to try to
show the absurdity of this restriction.

Tax MINISTRn FoRa LANDS: Perhaps I
did not make myself clear on that point.

[A.S.SEMBIX.] to Reschad.
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After dipping and being kept on that
area, they -may go to any point on the
gold fields within 15 miles of that half-
million acres.

V3%. CON NOR: Anad not any where
else ?

T~n MINISTER FOR LANJDS: I told YOU
we may be prepared to extend the opera-
tions of the scheme when we find it
desirable. I said it was a matter for
consideration. We want the experiments
to guide us.

M. CONNOR: The sooner you make
an alteration the better it will be.

THaE MINISTER FOR LANDS: The
sooner we make the experiments.

M& CONWNOR : The member for
East Fremantle stated, and I have
mentioned it before, that to his know-
ledge 200 tick-infested cattle had been
depastured at Lawlers. I could quote
some of the sayings of the Premier in
reference to the matter.

Tu PREMIER: They are well worth
quoting.

MR. CONNOR:- But I am afraid I
might possibly introduce some heat into
this question if I did so, and it is time
this question cooled down. We do not
want any more heat than we can help,
and I think I will pass it over and leave
it to some future occasion. Anyhow,
what happened when these restrictions
were first of all put on in connection
with this question? There were about
5,000 head of cattle bought in the
Northern Territory of South Australia
for the Western Australian market. At
that time Elast Kimuberley had not the
number of cattle necessary to supply the
market. Those 5,000 head of cattle not
being allowed to come here, were sent to
Queensland and South Australia. Some
of those cattle were travelled overland to
Adelaide, and were fattened in paddocks
outside Adelaide, and brought iiito this
market and Sold here. I would like to
know what that. cost this country in one
little transaction. It cost this country
many, many thousands of pounds. Sir
John Forrest, when he took a, stand
against very strong odds in this House,
and was strong enough and manly enough
to carry it through, said, "I am not
afraid to take a. little risk, if there is a
risk, when it is a question of the price of
meat people are to eat." What would it
have cost this country, if those restrie-

tions had not been removed by Sir
John Forrest? I would be afraid to
say, because since be took that stand
64,000 head of cattle have come from
West 'Kimberley. Where could 64,000
head of cattle have been obtained in any
other part of Australia during the great
drought? Sir John Forrest, on the 15th
December, 1897, said

Notwithstanding that during the Wat three
years there have been imported 12,654 head of
cattle from places where tick is known to
eist, no tick has been found down here.
I do not think we need fear to follow the
example of Sir John Forrest even in this
matter, and remove the absurd restric-
tions which at present exist. We have
been told by experts in connection with
this business that all the dangers, the
dreadful calamity, my friend the member
for Gascoyne (Mr. Butcher) predicts, if
we allow those cattle to come here, will
occur; but we have other people to quote
on the other side. I would like to quote
first of all, a man who, I suppose, knows
as much about cattle as anybody in this
country, a man who was Minister for
Lands in this country, and who has
a. great stake in the country. I refer to
Mr. Richardson. Mr. Richardson says
he is not afraid of these cattle, and that
he is prepared to take them. He did net
see them dipped, but bought them with-
out dipping. Surely he ought to know
as much about it as even the Premier or
the Minister for Lands: surely he would
know nearly as much about it? Then,
again, we have the late Chief Inspector
of Stock. Of course when he thought
there was danger he opposed the intro-
duction of these cattle, but when he
found there was no danger, and proved it
by experience-and after all that is the
best test, and is far better than opinions
from experts-when he saw that these
cattle bad been coming for eight or nine
years, he said: " I am satisfied these
cattle should come. I have a place on
the Helena River, and I am prepared to
put some of them on it." I could give a,
good many more opinions, but I suppose
it is as well. not to try to carry this back
too far.

Tir PREMIEzR: I think you are right.
You are only voicing your side of the
question.

MRt. CONNOR:- It is a question on
which I am -now posing as a philan-
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thropist. I am now trying, for the
benefit of the Opposition, to take a little
of the iclat which the Government always
try to get for themselves. I wish to
mention anotherfact: that five years ago
ticks were found on cattle in the paddocks
outside of Fremnantle. Those paddocks
have been stocked up ever since; there
has been no want of hosts; and there has
been no propagation of tick. Ts not that
sufficient proof that tick will not propa-
gate here? We have also the opinion of
some people living on the West Kim-
barley side. Not very long ago a petition
was sent down by them asking thateattle
from East Kimberley should be allowed
into their district. Certainly they wanted
a dip; but they will not; want it much
longer. Surely they have more to lose by
tick than the people heree They have
a great cattle country fully stocked up;
yet they are not afraid of tick. There-
fore I say it is time that the cattle from
East Kimberley were let into this market
to stock our Southern country; and until
it is stocked we shall not have any reduc-
tion in the price of meat. We have the
experience of America to guide us. Con-
ser what is done in Texas, where we

find the tick fever. People there are not
much afraid of the tick, because in a.
district which has not the tick they bring
in tick and infest the country with it.
That is a side of the question which the
West Kimberley people should well con-
sider; because, if they do not soon get tick
in West Kimberley, which is now moder-
ately stocked, they will Suffer when their
country is fully stocked. In Texas ticlcsare
introduced before the country is fully
stocked. The other day I read, inan
article, an account of a Texas man who
was almost pilloried because he would
not permit ticks to be introduced on his
land. All his neighbours had introduced
the disease; but he said he would not
have his clean cattle infected. The
amendment of the leader of the Oppo-
sition mentions the question of freezing.
Well. I should be pleased indeed if the~
Government would erect freezing works
at Wyndham. I will give them all the
assistance I can; but I cannot advocate
their erection. I will assist the Govern-
ment if they bring the matter forward;
but I cannot advocate the project, because
I tell hon. members that there are not
sufficient cattle there now to keep up

proper freezing works, nor a sufficient
market here to justify freezing works
even if the cattle were there. What
would happen P One cannot sell frozen
meat in any quantity here-and a good
thing that we cannot, because it does not
tend to the imlprovement of the race.
although if the market was here it would
suit me, because I should have less
trouble with mny business. But not only
have we not enough cattle there-we
have not the market here; and if we had
both, the moment the freezing works
were erected at Wyndham they would
draw away from Western Australia its
meat supply. The frozen meat would
not and could not come here, because
large ocean steamers would take it to
South Africa and other countries where
the market is
That is the
to look to;
against the
thge southern
purely and
keep up the

much better than in this.
position I wish members
because this movement

introduction of stock to
part of the State is

simply a movement to
price of fresh meat. If

we forced the Wyndham cattle-owners
to freeze their meat and send it here, we
should still keep fresh meat here at
a prohibitive price-the meat of the few
"cookies" who breed cattle in the South.

THE MINISTER Pont LANDS: The cattle
coming from West Kimuberley to be
slaughtered on the goldfields have to
undergo precisely the same process as
East Kimberley cattle. They all graze
on that 6,000-acre dep&t.

MR. CONNOR: floes the Minister
mean that he intends to extend the tick
regulations to West Kimberley?

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS: No; but
you are under no imposition.

MR. CONNOR: Probably the Minister
is too dense to see that all those regula-
tions tend to keep up the price of meat.

THE MINISTER Fon LANDS: Is it not
a fact that cattle from West Kimnberley
have to be trucked at Kalgoorlie and sent
to graze on the depdt, just the same as
cattle from East Kimberley ?

MR. CONNOR: What has that to do
with the freezing?

'THE MINISTER FOR LANDS: It shows
that the East Kimberley cattle-owners
are on a par with the West Kimberley as
regards that market.

MRt. CONNOR: They are not; because
East Kimberley cattle-owners have to
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feed their cattle in the yard. How can
hey be on a par with the West Kimberley
people when they cannot send any cattle
to Albany, Beverley, ]3uubury, and such
places, when they cannot supply those
engaged in the timber industry-a. big
marketP The East Kimberley people
cannot do that. I was trying to prove
that if the Government put freezing
works at WVyndbam they will decrease
the meat supply here, because the frozen
meat will not come here.

THE MINISTER Felt LANDS: It Will
not come from New Zealand then.

MR. CONNOR: The Minister puts me
in mind of the time when he, as a private
member, and before he became the friend
of the agriculturist, ardently advocated
the subsidising of people in New Zealand.
I think we had better pass that, and let
ancient history lie. If we are to continue
to discuss this tick question for all time,
let us agree to do so; but if we wish to
look at the question from a sensible
standpoint, surely an experience extending
over 10 years ought to satisfy us, and to
prove to us, unless we will not accept
proof, that my contention is correct. In
place of these absurd restrictions it
would be far more to the point if the
Ministerwould ad vocatethat in Kimberley
artesian bores be put down and the
country cut up into smaller areas.

THE MINISTER Pon LANDS : I shall
be pleased to do so.

MR. OONNOR: That would encourage
the people who stocked that country, and
who, after spending most of their lives in
confronting hardships and difficulties,
are now reaping at little benefit. The
effect of the efforts of the department
has been to harass those people by absurd
restrictions. Artesian bores should be
sunk throughout the country to increase
the number of cattle. That course would
be politic and statesmanlike, It has
been said that no tests have been made
to show whether tick will live on cattle
put into the yards at Fremiantle.

THIS MINISTER FOR LANDS: No satis-
factory tests.

Ms. CONNOR; This is a test which
ought to be satisfactory. The Yatheroo
cattle, from Mr. Robinson's station, were
put in at Owen's Anchorage among
ticked cattle, and kept there for weeks.

MR. HOPKiNs : 'The Stock Depart-
merit advises that , as a rule, tick get
smothered there in the send.

MR. CONNOR: But a new genera-
tion of tick got on these cattle, which
were there for weeks, and -nothing
happened to the cattle. The only tick
which will breed here are those which are
imported. The eggs from the tick which
were bred before the cattle came here
will breed after their arrival. Those
eggs fall off here and will hatch; but
they have no progeny. That is the end
of it. I said to the Minister that the
ticks would breed in the South for one
generation; and the Minister will please
understand. that this is a matter to which
I have given some consideration. I
should know a good deal about it, for it
has been of considerable importance to
rue. I have thought it out, and that is
the position. The first ticks which fall
off imported cattle will reproduce; but
no more will reproduce either here or on
the goldfields. All those dair 'Y herds
have been among tick-infested cattle for
years, and there is no tick on them.

Ma. HOPKINS: Those dairy cattle do
not have much time to lie down so as to
become tick-infested.

MRt. CONNOR: -That argument is
suitable to the occasion. The whole of
the Minister's contentious are absurd to
any practical man who will take the
trouble to think about them. It is a
wonder that Lhe Government are not
laughed out of power for this alone, if
for nothing else. Then again, we were
told that the East Kimberley cattle are
not suitable for farmers down here; that
they are too wild. I have already said
that L, on foot, drafted 1,000 of those
heifers without a horse. If they are so
wild, I do not think that would have been
very safe. The Minister said that 36
cattle died of tick fever in a steamship
which came to Fremnantle from Kimber-
ley. I hope the Minister considered that
statement, for I take this opportunity of
giving it an absolutly fiat denial.

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS: I quoted
my authority-the chief mate of the
vessel; and the statement was made in
the presence of Inspector Weir.

MR. CONNOR: The chief mate of the
vessel may be a good authority on tick,
which he can see; but what authority
can he be on fever? As a fact, I went
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down to view those cattle; and though
not an absolute authority on tick fever, I
take the opportunity of giving that
statement a flat denial; and I will tell
the House why. The cattle were a prime
lot, and they were too fat. Prime cattle
are more susceptible to fever than those
in poor condition.

THE MYNaSTsa Fox LANDS : I take it
that the Chief Inspector should be able
to advise mne. He was there at the time,
and I am speaking on his advice.

MR. CONNOR. I give the statement
a flat denial. It cannot be true. The
Minister told us that those cattle got
that fever because they travelled through
clean country.

THE: MINiisTEr vox LANDS: They went
by a circuitous route, and consequently
they may have become infested just before
they went on board, and the tick may
have subsequently developed.

Ma. CONNOR : The s.s. "Tangier."
which arrived at Fremntle two days
before that, had on board 350 cattle
which came from clean country, and
which did not go by any circuitous route;
and she did not lose one bullock. Is
not that a. sufficient proof that I am
right ?

Tn MINISTER FOR, LANDS: It is the
old trouble; experts differ.

Mna. CONNORt: Surely that is proof.
The hon. member does not want any
more proof than I have given him; that
travelling at the same time, 350 head of
cattle from a dlean station went through
tick, infested country to the port, were
brought here in a steamer, and landed
here two days before the steamer to which
he refers arrived, and there was not one
lost. I am not going to detain the House
longer. I do hope the motion of the
member for East Fremantle will be
carried. I hope the House will have
enough sense not to carry the amendment
of the member for West Kinmberley, be-
cause we know the member had to move
that amendment and we know it is
wrongz. Our past experience and our
knowledge ought to satisfy us that it, is
wrong. If members carry that amend-
mnent they will not be doing what the
Minister Says he is doing hut they will be
retrograding, they will be going back. I
want the motion of the member for
East Fremantle carried for two reasons;
one is that it will facilitate the bringing

down of stock, and the other is that
it will help to stock the country which is
hungry for Stock in this southern portion
of Western Australia. If the House
carries the amendment we go back 10
years to the time when we started on
this question, Do not let members be
carried away in connection with this
matter with the fear that some harm will
take place; it cannot take place. We
have had experience. Therefore I say be
of a very bold mind; be like the great
man we had sitting in the Premier's
chair who said that he was not afraid to
take a risk in this matter, if it is a risk-
he was not af raid to take a, risk for a few
little squatters down south. We should
take this risk so that the greatest good
will be done for the greatest number by
trying to make living a little cheaper in
this country.

DR. HICKS (Roebourne) : To my
mind two questions present themselves;
first, will the tick live in the southern
districts ? secondly, if the tick lives will
it transmit tick fever? After a careful
perusal of the notes taken by the select
committee on the tick question, I am
forced to the conclusion that tick will
reproduce them selves and grow down here
although they will not flourish, and
I think the environment not being
too good they eventually will die out.
With reference to tick fever we have to
ask ourselves what is tick fever? That
is the first thing to consider. Tick fever
is a malarial fever identical with the
malarial fever in man. In cattle it is
transmitted by the tick, whereas in man
it is transmitted by the mosquito. When
a tick infested with malaria attacks an
animal, it is just the same as when a
mosquito attac-ks a man. It is a hypo-
dermic injection from the insect of the
protozoa into the beast. In the case of
tick which is infested with malaria the
tick takes, I believe, something like three
weeks to mature and drops off, and the
animal crawls to taome secluded spot,
lays its eggs and dies. The larva grow
in a malarial climate, and gets the
malarial protozoa on it, and eventually
the tick gets on to the beast and gives
it fever. When the egg hatches the
larvso get the malarial fever, I do not know
exactly how, in a malarial district. That
is what happens to tick in at malarial
district. What would happen to tick

CASSEMBLY.1 to Be-goind.
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not in a malarial district?1. It would go
through the same scale of stages; not
having the malarial parasite, therefore it
would not give tick fever. The next
point is what will happen if the tick
infested with malaria is imported south.
Will that tick produce malaria here?
I say no, and for this reason. The tick
drops off the animal that has the tick
fever, lays its eggs, dies, and the eggs
hatch , but there being no malaria here it
is ipssible for the eggs to have the
mala. The malarial parasite attacks
the blood corpuscles of the animal.
When the egg starts it is one cell; this
cell divides into two and these two into
four, and so on. Later on, all the tissues
become specialised from various cells
amongst the blood. In one the malarial
parasite is in the blood. How can the
egg spread the tick fever when it has
not the blood to start withP I say there-
fore tick infested with malaria coming
south, although it may produce its kind,
will not transmit the fever. That is what
one should expect. What does experience
tell us? For years prior to the regulations
coming into force animals were imported
south. In addition to that at the present
day some animals escape in swimming
ashore and they get mixed with other
cattle, and notwithstanding all this we
have not had one case of tick fever here.
If the environment were good and were
suitable for the parasites, there is
absolutely no doubt tick fever would be
propagated here. It does not matter
bow diligent we may be in the quarantine
regulations, if the soil is suitable it does
not matter what the germ is, it will come
through. We all know notwithstanding
the strict regulations established against
the codlin moth it got through into our
orchards, and we know that smallpox
comes through our gates. So I maintain
if it is possible for tick to propagate tick
fever south, wehave had every opportunity
for getting tick fever. It is known
medically that it is impossible for a, non-
malarial district to be converted into a
malarial one. But what does happen?9
A malarial district constantly gets less
malarial until it becomes non-malarial
altogether. In support of that we have
the Salmon line in America. It is a
sinuous line; it varies a little; but the
tick never get over, or if they do they
come back, because the environment does

*not suit them, it is not propitious for the
tick fever. For this reason we shall not
develop tick in the southern climate.
Being a representative of a, northern

*district, I am absolutely sure tick fever
could not be. produced in the district I
represent, as it is a non-malarial district.
I was there for eight years, and not once
in my experience did I have a case of

Imalarial fever there. Members will do
right in supporting the motion moved by
the member for East Fremantle.

MR. F. WALLACE (Mount Magnet):
I do not intend to deal at any length
with the question, because I may say at
the outset I am opposed to the motion,
and also to the amendmlet Of the member
for West Kinmberley. I do so because it
has been stated by a.11 speakers that any
relaxation of the tick regulations will
bring about a reduction in the price of
meat. I shall endeavour to show that
it is not possible during this year
or in my opinion during the next three
or four or even five years, to bring about
any satisfactory reduction in the price of
meat. The Minister for Lands made a
remark that he does not think there is
a combination of producers or sellers in
the State. I am going to contend, and I
believe I shall support, that. contention
strongly, that there is a combination of
producers in the East Kimberley district,
and that combination is confined to a very
few persons indeed, persons or corpora-
tions, and also there is a combination
here in the city of Perth, a com-
bination who control very strongly the
retailing of meat supplies. The member
for West Kimberley in putting his motion
the other evening stated that the fact of
a beast losing lO0lbs. on its way from
Kimuberley to Perth was an inducement to
persons desirous of seeing the price
reduced to support his scheme for the
freezing of caresses at Wyndham, because
the lO0lbs. would be saved to the pro-
ducer. If a bullock weighs 700lbs. at
Kimberley bad that bullock loses 1001 bs.
on the voyage down, it means that BOOlbs.
are sold at a price, and for the sake of
argument I say sixpence. Say, for argu-
ment, that BO0lbs. are sold at sixpence
per pound; if by chance that bullock
arrived here weighing 700lbs., the price
would still be maintained at sixpence. I
base that on my experience of what I have
seen of the market prices and of what I
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have seen in the newspapers, and what I
have seen on a, visit to the sale yards a
couple of weeks ago. The market price
is controlled by two factors, a combina.-
tion of producers, and dealers controlling
the retail markets; and the quantity of
stock in the Eastern States is insufficient
to cause a sufficient influx to compete
with the producers of this State. It hats
always been held that any relaxation or
reduction of duties in the meat supply
would necessarily bring the meat supply
to the consumer at a. cheaper rate. I
have only to remind the House that when
several members were sifting in the House
three or four years ago, myself amongst
them, we were very pleased to advocate a
remission of the duty upon live stock, and
it was surprising to me to find the late Mr.
Alexander Forrest join with that party
in abolishing the duty on live stock.
After we successfully carried the aboli-
tion of the duty, the 30s. per head, in a
conversation Mr. Forrest said: "1 will he
with you every time in knocking the 30s.
off.t' I will not give exactly his remarks,
but they conveyed to me that he could
foresee into whose pockets the 30s. would
go. I ask members what proportion of
that Wes. would go to the consumer?
I venture to say that no benefit would
be conferred upon the consumer, and
that it does not matter in what shape
we relax the tick regulations, the con-
sumer will not get one fraction of the
benefit, as far as the price of meat is
concerned. We always hear of the
gracious party crying out " Cheap meat
for the people" ; but human nature steps
in in this matter, and cheap meat means
that the people who consume it rarely get
the benefit. [Mr. MoRAN: Competition
will cheapen the price.] I have not heard
of the consumer getting cheap meat in the
Perth markets until brought in from
outside the combination. The abolition
of restrictions will not bring down the
price. But I am not concerned so much
about this as I am concerned for the
safety of the herds in this part of the
State. 1 represent a district in which
there are a few cattle and a. few squatters.
I bare it from them that, though they
cannot say the tick will flourish in tha
district, they desire to prevent it going
there. We have malarial country there
and dense salt-bush flats, which are wet
for many months of the year. Without

I being a medical expert, I contend that
will be sufficient to encourage the tick
breeding. These patches are small, and
there are not very many of them, but
they exist; and, in one instance, about
10 miles from Mingenew there is a fiat,
and, strange to say, it is known as
IMalara.Flat. The hon. member for West
Perth interjected that competition would
bring the price down. I have stated that
the position in the Eastern States is not
such as to bring about competition to
affect the price of meat in this State. In
the first place, the growers here have a
combination, and, in the second place,
the same combination controls nearly all
the retail shops in the State. Conse-
quently, there would be no benefit to be
derived from the abolition of the tick
regulations. The path to be run is too
long and rugged for the effect of the
abolition to reach the consumer. Apart
from that, I would assist the grower if I
could, but I am not going to assist the
grower to-day by apparently relieving the
consumer from a burden, which in four or
five years might become a burden to the
grower, and mean disaster to the State.
I know there are many members who
would advocate and vote for the removal
of tick restrictions, no matter wh at results
would follow. Those opposed to this
have not only to endure tabooing in this
House, but I find there are also people
outside who are strong on this question
of the abolition of the tick regulations;
but these are persons who are directly
interested in the question. I have heard
no outcry from the consumers, and
I have heard to-day from one who
has been living in this State for many
years that he does not know frozen
meat from fresh when it is cooked.
As for frozen meat not being sufficiently
nutritious to bring up a race of people of
which we could be proud, that is a ques-
tion I will not go into, and I question
whether it should be looked upon with
any consideration at all beyond that of
wild and rash statements of members who
are advocating a cause which they believe
not to be right. I had an amendment
drawn here which I intended to move, and
I submitted it to the member for East
Fremantle (Mr. Holmes). It did not
meet with his approval, and I have just
shown it to the Minister for Lands (Hon.
J. M. Hopkins), not because I wanted to
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get his approval, but because, to a very
large extent, the suggestions or state-
ments he has made to the House to-u ight
are similar to what I suggested. In this
motion I asked that there should be a
dipping at Wyndham. There is astrong
reason for not compelling the dipping of
fat stock, because we know they suffer
from much handling, and if these people
in the North who have such a number of
store stock can get them down here and
have them dipped, as the Minister for
Lands says, at a cost of l1e. 9d., I fail to
see what other relaxation of the tick
regulations is required. I hope that
those members who do not take a par-
ticularly active interest on questions con-
cerning stock breeding in this State will
consider well before casting their lot in
the direction of taking any risk whatever.
I regret that I have very much year after
year opposed members who sit in this
House and others outside whom I claim
as my personal friends, but I am not
going to be one who may-and not many
years hence-be called upon to explain
my actions if I to-night give a vote
for allowing the regulations to be relaxed
to the degree of permitting stock to
be turned either North, West, South
or East throughout this State. I am
going to confine them as much as I can
to the portions of the State that are
south of some line, say latitude 30. I
hope the Minister for Lands will recollect
that, and not allow even these suspected
cattle-for even if they are dipped they
will still be suspects-to go throughout
the North. I think they should. be con-
fined to a line a little north of where
these ticked cattle have been grazing for
some years, so that they will not be
dangerous to cattle on the Irwin, up the
Murchison, and North-West. [Inter-
jection by the MINISTER FpOR LANDS.]
In talking with the member for West
Kimberley (Mr. Pigott) I mentioned a
heavy penalty, and that gentleman very
correctly said to me: " What will be the
good of the penalty, be it thousands of
pounds, if one tick-infested bullock or
beast gets away up into the clJean
country ?" It will not be so much a.
question of penalty as it will be one of
very close supervision by the officers of
the Minister for Lands, and I hope the
hon. gentleman will take every precaution
to see that whilst these beasts are under

his care they will be kept within reason-
able bounds. I do not wish to see the
Minister for Lands himself boundary
riding. The Minister has wade reference
to the tax attention of the Stock Depart-
ment. We have reports year after year,
and from those reports the House has
been led to think that the attention of
the Department has not been so lax as
the Minister would have us. to believe
to-night. That is a question which this
particular Minister is not responsible
for. I am sorry I had not an opportunity
of speaking earlier, because I wanted to
say, and I will say it now, it is on record
where the late- Chief Inspector of Stock
never had the support of his Ministers. I
hope that the Minister for Lands to-da~y
will, when he is castigating the Stock
Department, recollect that, and if he
turns over the back files; other than those
he has placed on the table to-night he will
find from them that years ago, when the
question arose in the South-West of this
State, and some sheep there were infested,
the Chief Inspector of Stock ordered
them to be dipped, but the owner, who
happened to be in Melbourne, wired to
Sir John Forrest, who was not only the
Premier, but Minister of every depart-
ment in the State, asking that this order
of the Chief Inspector of Stock should he
cancelled, and Sir John Forrest very
promptly rescinded that order, and those
sheep were not dipped according to the
recommendation of the staff. The result
was that the whole of the South-West
flocks and flocks of farmers in the Eastern
portion had to be dipped. There are
other instances. That is only one instance
where the late Chief Inspector of Stock,
along with his officers, never had the
respect due to him from the Minister;
and howcan one expect proper administra-
tion? I hope that when the Minister is
treating these store cattle as liberally as
he proposes, he will use every precaution.

Mnt. P. STONE (Greenough):- It is not
often that I see eye to eye with the mem-
ber for East Fremantle (Mr. Holmes),
but on this occasion I have much pleasure
in supporting the motion. I have watched
this tick question and made all the
investigations I could from those who had
most to do with it, and I find from all I
can gather that tick will not create
tick fever in this district or any town
in these southern climates. I have
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known ticked cattle to be in Gerald -
ton in large quantities, and the people
owning the Stock there were very much
concerned through fear of tick spread-
ing throughout the other flocks in that
district. There is not, however, a.
tick throughout the whole district. If
we take away the jealousy of those who
have cattle to sell in those districts, there
is nothing left for the tick question. It
is the people who have a little stock to
sell, and who wish to get a big price, who
occasion all the trouble about tick in this
district, and are the cause of meat being
so dear. I will support the motion of
the hon. member, as I think it will tend
to bring down the price of meat. I
would also like the Minister for Lands to
see his way clear to assist the small
farmers of this State, who have gone on
to the land in great numbers, to make
some arrangement to bring down breed-
ing stock to these districts and distribute
them among farmers, and better the meat
supply of this State.-lnterjeetiou by the
MINISTER FOR LAND.]1If the Minister
will take that matter into consideration
I think it will be one of the best means
of reducing the price of meat throughout
the State. In my opinion it will reduce
the price of stock, and competition will
do the rest. I have much pleasure in
supporting the motion.

MR. A. J. DIAMOND (South Fre-
mantle) :I rise not as a person interested
in the stock business one way or the
other, but as a member returned to this
House for the purpose of looking after
the interests of the State in general and
those of his constituency in particular. I
also rise as being interested to this
extent; that I amr the beadl of a house-
hold who has to pay a good meat bill for
eight people. During the last six or
seven years in Fremantle I have heard a
lot about this tick question. I have seen
cheerful tick on the floors of the cattle
trucks, I have seen them on the yards at
Robb's Jetty, and I have seen stray cattle
eating the fodder through the fence
where the cattle were confined. I am
speaking of six or seven years. I
have paid frequent visits there, more
for pleasure than anything else, and
1 am satisfied that if the tick could
have found a congenial home in the
southern parts of the State we should
have had them swarming over the country

long ago. If I thought there was the
slightest chanice of carry' ing an amend-
ment to do away with these ridiculous
restrictions, I should move it; for I am
satisfied we would not endanger the herds
in the southern parts of the State. I am
satisfied also that if we make the regula-
tions somewhat less stringent, we shiall
reduce the price of meat to the people;
and, after all, the consumer is the prin-
cipal man we have to consider. I Shall
vote for the original motion.

MR. S. J. PHILLIPS (Irwin) : I move
that the debate be adjourned.

Motion put, and a division taken with
the following result:

Ayes ... ... ... 1
Noes ... ... ... 21

Majority against ... 10
AYES.

Mr. Atkins
Mr. Botcher
Mr. Gardiner
Mr. Gregg

Mr. Hlopkins
Mr..Jacoby
Mr. Phillip.
Mr. Pigott
Mr. Bason
Mr. Higlmne (Telle).

Ngow.
Mr. Bath
Mr. Connor
Mr. flnjlisl
Mr. Dlsmond
Ur. Hinkle
Mr. Haywrd
Mr. Hicks
Mr. Holmnn
Mr. Holinn.
Mr. Illingwo.rth
Mr. Weell
Mr. Johnson
Mr. Mefl...nId
Mr. Mlo.a
Mr. Quinlnn
Mr. Reid
Mr. Smnith~Ir- Stone
Mr. Taylor
Mr. Wallac
Mr. Yelvertor, (cIW).

Motion thus negatived.
Ma. G. TAYLOR (Mt. Margaret): I

do not wish to speak at length, though
this question Seems to me most important;
and I think anyone who has seen the
ravages of tick in Queensland will admit
that what I am about to say should weigh
with the House. The argument has been
advanced, based on Queensland experi-
ence, that careful dipping stops the pro-
gress of tick, especially when the dipping
is backed up by a climate not congenial
to the tick. Now we have it on the best
authority that tick will prosper in malarial
countries only' . That being so, with a
wise system of dipping at Wyndham
and Fremantle, we may be able to
remove the existing restrictions with-
out endangering the herds in the
southern portions of this State. The
Minister for Lands in his speech said
that lhe was going to take every pre-
caution to prevent tick-infested stock
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travelling in any portion of the State un-
ti1 they were perfectly safe in the opinion
of the stock inspectors. There is no
danger of the tick. I would like to Say
in the district i represent there are a good
many cattle, and that is the portion of
the State to which the Store cattle which
we have heard so much about are likely to
find their way.

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS: Yes;
after dlipping, not before.

Mn. TAYLOR: I would like to say if
this motion is carried, which I think it
will be, I urge on the Minister for Lands
-the present Minister and all future
Ministers-that they should be very care-
ful in the system of dipping.

THEz MINISTER FgoE LANDS:- Are you
not supporting the Department?

MR. TAYLOR:- But you are going to
dip just the same are you not ?

THE MINISTER FOB LANDS: You are
under a, misapprehension I am sure.

Mn. TAYLOR:- But you are dipping
stores.

THiE MINISTER FOR LANDS: That is so.
Ma. TAYLOR: There is no desire to

dip fat cattle.
TirE MINISTER FOR L&aps: We do

not allow them to run around Ljeonora,
though.

MR, TAYLOR: With reference to
store cattle, a good deal of capital has
been made about Store cattle being plen-
tiful in West Kimberley. The member
for Pilbarra has been in communication
with the people in West Kimberley and
the North-West to ascertain the price
of store cattle, and he says it is very
hard to get store cattle in West Kim-
berley. They are bought up for stocking
purposes and for fattening purposes on
the run, and fetch, on the station, £5 to
£6 a head. The statement that store
cattle are plentiful in West Kimberley,
according to the member for Pilbarra, is
all moonshine. The member for West
Perth, who has also been there, says
they are not plentiful.

MR. MORAN: They are not for sale.
Mn. TAYLOR: What are we going to

gain by the Minister's proposal to dip
store cattle if the store cattle are not free
to come here and spread about the pas-
toral portion of the btate ? I have been
informed by the member for West Perth
that West Kimberley cattle are clean,
hut that the West Kimberley cattle have

to travel through tick-infested country to
reach a port. [MR. PIGOTT: Where F]
The Minister stated to-night that they
died from tick fever.

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS: That is
wrong. The hen, member did not listen,
or he would know they come from West
Kimberley through clean country.

Mn. TAYLOR: If you take dlean
cattle through tick-infested Country the
percentage of loss; is greater by far than
by taking ticked cattle through. You
will probably lose about 40 per cent.
The desire is to remove the restrictions
so as to infest the whole of the State.
To remove the regulations without proper
precautions would mean the infesting of
the whole of the State. Queensland,
with all the safeguard of dipping restric-
tions, is, for the m aj or part, tick-infested,
and the member for West Perth, who
has just returned from that State, will
bear me out. A small portion of the
Darling Downs, which might be covered
with a blanket, is supposed to be free
from tick; but to a large extent it is
merely supposition. If we allow the
State to become infested, all the regula-
tions and quarantining will be no good.
It has been proved to the satisfaction of
those who desire to have the restrictions
removed, that tick will not thrive here.
We have it from the member for East
Kimberley that they will not live one
generation. That has not been proved
in America under similar conditions.
If it is claimed that tick will only live in
malaria parts, how do we find that there
are ticks on the goldields? I know aman
who took cattle to Kalgoorlie about six

iweeks ago. He is a man well kniown in
1this Chamber, and he told mec that on
ithe goldfields he saw, covered with tick, a
bullock which belonged to a. butcher, and
that it was running about for some time

Iso that clean cattle became infested.
People know that tick do not crawl
off one beast to another, but that
it must first be bred in the country.
Re assured me that clean cattle were
infested in the district. I hardly believed
him; but he came to me with the best
authority. I know the danger of tick,
though I do not own a beast in the
country. Those people who speakc on this
question are either directly or indirectly
concerned as buyers or sellers of stock.
My authority was a stock-owner.
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MR. WALLACE: I think the Minister
should tak~e notice of this matter.

MR. TAYLOR: I cannot see my way
clear to supporting the member for East
Fremantle. I think it would be unwise
not to give fullest consideration to the
point. I think the country should be
protected. It would be too late after the
State has been infested to eradicate tick.
We want to take it in time. The argu-
ments concerning the experience of tick
cattle in these parts for years past come
to nothing. What is the use of talking
about infested cattle, when there is no
host for the tick to live on ? I am
speaking purely in the interests of the
clean portions of the State. I have not
got a beast in this'State, but I represent
a coming district for stock. However, I
am speaking mainly for the small settler
-the farmers in the South-West. If
once ticks get in I could only compare it
to the devastation caused by rabbits in
the Eastern States. The small farmer
has just as much to fear from the ticks
as from the rabbits.

[MR. ILLINGWORTE took the Chair.]

Mn. W. J. BUTCHER (Gascoyne):
It was not my inteution to Speak on the
amendment; but I desire to say a word
to explain my position. All the members
speaking on this question so far have
been accused of being interested in some
way; but I do not accept that as apply-
ing to myself. I am not a cattle-owner,
beyond owning a inilebl cow, and am
not a cattle-dealer. Therefore, the few
words I have to say I hope will be accepted
without prejudice. I hope that members
will err, as the Minister intends to do, on
the side of caution. I have listened
to the remarks of our medical friend
from Roebourne; but he is diametric-
ally opposed to Dr. Tiignieres, probably
the greatest expert in the world on
tick. That gentleman says it is not
necessary for the tick to live in malarial
districts to cause fever, but that fever
can occur in a country that is not mala-
rial. While we have this expert's opinion
before us, we should be careful in what
we are doing. I hope members will be
guided by caution and support the amend-
ment.

MR. A. Y. HASSELL (Plantagenet):
I have to congratulate the Minister for
his speech. I think he has taken a right

niew, and I intend to support it. 1 do
not think we have anything before us to
show that the tick will not live here, and
will not have a dangerous effect on the
herds in the south. The member for
Mt. Margaret has seen the effect of tick
in Queensland, and I would sooner take

ihis advice than the advice of doctors on
malarial country. Against that advice is
the opinion mentioned b *y the member for
G-ascoyne, that tick will live in a district
similar to this. T will support the amend-
ment

MR. J. J. HOLMES (in reply as mover):
At this late hour, though I would very
much like to have a few minutes in which
to reply to the Minister for Lands, I have
no desire to prolong the debate. I ant
satisfied to leave the matter at this stage
to the common-sense of members with
the desire to do the greatest good for the
greatest number, and to carry the motion
to bring about that effect.

Amendment (that words be Struck out)
put, and a division taken with the follow-
ing result:

Ayes
Noes

Majority against
iris.

Mr. Atkinis Mr
Ur' Butcher Mr
Mr. Gadier Mi
Mr. Gregory Mi
Mr. =syr Xi
Mr. Hoe Mi
Air. Ho)pkis MY
Mr. Phillips l%1
Mir. Pigott Ni
lMr. Taylor At
Mx. Wollace Mr
Mr. Jacoby (Tetlcri Mi

I
Al
Wr
M,
Mr
Mi

Bath
Coinnor

r. aglish
D.Iimond

r.Holuies

r.Johnson
McDonald
Mo.n,

Smith
Stone
YelVertan

r. Highsn. (Teller).

Amendment thus negatived.
MR. HOLMES, on a point of order,

asked: Is it a usual thing for the Speaker
to leave the Chair and vote in a matter
in which he takes such a deep interest ?
I refer to the member for Beverley (Mr.
Harper), who was Acting Speaker, and
robbed us of a vote and so gave an addi-
tional vote to the opposite side.

THE ACTING SPEAKER (Mr. Thling-
worth): I -understood the hon. member
bad left the Chair for the purpose of
catching his train. I do not think the
hon. member (Mr. Holmes) has any cause
for complaint.

... .. ... 18
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Question (Mr. Holmes's motion) put
and passed.

ADJOURNMENT,
The House adjourned at 11'32 o'clock,

until the next day.

Legizlatibt ETounrl,
Thursday, 24th September, 1903,

PAVE
Obitunry -.Hou. B. C. Wood ............ 1217
Return ordered: Frenmntle BaErbour, Mr. Leslie 's

Bills: Tras-ustralian RiwyEabig third 11
reading1217

Admiisrtion (proba&te) BZil, in Comm!itt ee.,
reiumed, reported............17

TaiN PRESIDENT took the Chair at

4130 o'clock, pn"m.

PRAYERti.

PAPER PRESENTED.
By the COLONIA-L SCRETARY: Rtegu-

lations (amended) under Conciliation and
Arbitration Act.

Ordered, to lie oin the table.

OBITUARY-HoN. B. C. WOOD.
THE PRESIDENT: I have received

the following message from Mrs. B. C.
Wood:-

Wil you convey to the members of the
Legislative Council my sincere thanks for their
kind sympathy in our recent sad bereavement
as expressed in your letter.

RETUR2N-FREMANTLE HARBOUR, MR.
LESLIE'S REPORT.

On motion by the Hon. 0. SOiMERnS,
ordered " That the report of Mr. W.
Leslie on the Fremantle Harbour Trust,
together with al11 plans and papers dealing
with the method of handling goods and
cargo referred to in said report, be laid.
on the table of the House."

TRANS -AUSTRALIAN RAILWAY
ENABLING BILL.

Read a third time, and passed.

ADMINISTRATION (PRODBATE) BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.

Resumed from 22nd September.
Clause 14-Interest of husbands and

wives in estates of the other of them:
HoN. F. M. STONE moved that the

following be inserted as Subdause (a).):
"1When there is no issue surviving, to
the whole." In a case where there was
no issue the husband would, by this
amendment, succeed to the whole of the
wife's property, or the wife be entitled to
the whole of the husband's property, in
the event of the deceame of the other of
them, and there would be no necessity
for the Crown stepping in. As the
clause stood without amendment the
husband or wife would only be entitled
to £500 of the estate, and to only one-
half of the balance. Should there be no
relations the Crown would get the other
half of the balance, or, should there he
kin, it might go to distant relations.

Tau COLONIAL SECRETARY: The
clause had been postponed to allow him
to consult the Crown Solicitor. He
found the effect of the proposed amend-
ment would he that parents or brothers
and sisters and other collateral relations
of the person dying intestate would be
absolutely precluded from having any
share in any estate over £500; buit that
would not be right.

HON. F. M. STONE: His amendment
proposed to strike out the £500, and
give husband or wife the whole of the
estate.

Tan COLONIAL SECRETARY: -. It
was exactly that point one could not
agree with. The rights of parents and
brothers and sisters should be held
intact. The Crown Solicitor knew no
law existing anywhere by which these
people were debarred from benefiting
front an intestate estate of their relatives.
It would not be wise under the circum-
stances to pass the amendment. The
wife had been placed by the Bill in a
better position than she was before, and
parents, brothers, and Sisters, and next of
kin following them were enabled to
benefit from an intestate estate. That
was only fair. Re was not prepared to

Fremwdle HarbovIr.


